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THE J3G. NEWS

Thursday, April 11,1985

Toledo officials
resign positions

College
career
ending

Involvement denied in city investment

Speaker chosen
by Bcntamin Marriaon
news editor

Think back to your high school
graduation ... the diploma you
thought you would never receive
... me party you thought would
never arrive... and the days of
college you thought would never
end.
For many seniors, the days of
college are coming to an end. In
Just 30 days, May 11 will be upon
us - the day of graduation.
Commencement exercises
will begin at 10 a.m. in the
stadium.
Seniors may be waiting to find
out who the featured speaker
will be this year. The wait is
over.
The featured speaker for the
May commencement will be
Charles McDowell, a Washington columnist for the RichmondTimes Dispatch in Washington
D.C.
According to Shirley Sevigny.
the administrative secretary of
University Relations, McDowell
appears frequently on "Washington Weekend in Review/' a
talk show broadcast on the Public Broadcasting Service. He
authored the book Campaign
Fever, a journal of presidential
campaigns.
Many seniors may think the
bills for college have come to an
end - think again.
• See Graduation, page 3.
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Yuck!
Becky Canterbury and Mary Ellen Movotny react to a smelly, smokey chemical reaction of sulphuric acid and
sugar. The Kenwood School Science Club members toured chemistry labs and saw demonstrations in Physical
Sciences Building yesterday.

TOLEDO (AP) -City Manager David Boston announced
his resignation yesterday and
said the city treasurer also had
quit over the expected loss of an
estimated $19 million as a result
of a city investment in a failed
Florida securities firm.
The announcements of the resSations came within hours of a
te legislator's call for a separate state probe of the dry's
dealings with ESM Government
Securities Inc.
Boston denied direct involvement with the failed Florida
brokerage and said other city
officials let him down when they
invested $19.2 million in ESM
without getting proper security
for the money. But Boston said
he would step down April 30
because he had lost credibility.
"With all the publicity that
has occurred concerning the
ESM problem, I do not believe it
would be in the best interest of
the city for me to continue as the
city manager," Boston said.
Toledo City Council appointed
Boston, 38, to the position in
1981.
THE MANAGER ALSO received a letter of resignation
from Dan Hiskey, the city treasurer who has accepted partial
responsibility for deciding to
invest through ESM, closed
March 4 by federal court order.
Finance Director James
Kasch has been suspended, but
continues to handle financial
matters for the city and has
refused calls for his resignation
from Boston and Mayor Donna
Owens.

Meanwhile, Sen. Paul Gillmor, R-Port Clinton, said yesterday morning he is drafting
legislation to hire a special prosecutor to investigate Toledo's
relationship with ESM.
"Some serious questions have
been raised concerning the
city's heavy investment with
ESM, and these questions should
be fully answered," said Gillmor, who plans to introduce a
bill next week at the request of
Owens.
The state-appointed prosecutor would be expected to share
information with Lawrence
Kane, the Cincinnati attorney
appointed special prosecutor to
investigate the failure of Cincinnati-based Home State Savings
Bank. Home State had also invested heavily in ESM and suffered heavy depositor
withdrawals after ESM's collapse.
HOME STATE closed March
t, and Gov. Richard Celeste
ordered 69 other privately insured Ohio savings and loans
closed a week later, after some
reported similar depositor runs.
Gillmor said he has no evidence linking Toledo officials to
Home State or ESM officials,
but said the Toledo investments
appear suspicious.
Neither council members nor
the mayor would say who will
replace Boston. Some council
members said they want to appoint a temporary manager until it is decided whether Toledo
will change to a so-called
"strong-mayor" form of government and eliminate the position
of city manager.

Encampment stresses anti-militarism
by Deborah Schmook
staff reporter

Jill Smith was there that first summer, living outdoors near the Seneca
Army Depot base.
Along with other American and foreign women, Smith traveled to New
York in 1983 to protest military activities. Her summer home was the Seneca Falls Peace Encampment, the
first women's peace encampment in
the United States.
Smith, now a member of the Philadelphia Women's Encampment, spoke
about her Seneca experience at last
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night's Peace Week event. The presentation, "Women in the Peace
Movement," was sponsored by the
Bowling Green Peace Coalition and
Women For Women.
Nearly 10,000 women visited the Seneca Falls camp during its first summer, Smith said, adding that it is still
active during summers.
"We were not expecting to change
people's lives in that moment, but were
hoping that summer would affect people in later times," she said.
THE SENECA Falls Peace Encampment is the only encampment in the
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country where the women have purchased land so they could establish a
permanent location for their anti-militarism protest. The back of the encampment land touches the Seneca
Army Depot base.
Smith said the highlight of the 1983
summer was the Aug. 1 demonstration,
where about 2,500 women walked together to the army base fence to display their feelings against militarism.
Tension had built between the women's
community, townspeople and the base
by that time, Smith noted.
During their demonstration, the
women tied cloths onto the fence as a
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symbol that the world should not be
separated by fences and wars. Smith
said those women not afraid of being
arrested for civil disobedience jumped
the fences, as they had done all summer to display their defiance.
OTHER WAYS women showed their
anti-militarism that summer were to
make banners, visit area church
groups to tell of their commitment to
peace, and talk with military personnel
through the base fences. Some women
snuck into the base and wrote slogans
on the water tower, Smith said.
The women also painted artwork on
the sides of barns and outhouses on the
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UUlUatea • considered by city
by Carole Homberger
staff reporter

With state regulations changing, Bowling
Green's recent proposal for a new jail is
being considered with more vigor then it
was 10 years ago.
The reason is that city officials realize
there is a problem, according to Sgt. Mick
Shetxer.
The facility was built in 1901, and does not
meet with current state regulations, Shetzer
said.
There are no outside exercise facilities for
the prisoners, and even if there were, the
jail would not have enough manpower to
meet the requirement.
The jail also fails to meet classification
state standards, Shetzer added.
"We have all kinds of prisoners in here
from DUI offenders to murderers."
It is bard for the police to place males in

one area and females in another. He said the
same holds true for seperating violent and
nonviolent inmates. "We do not have the
ideal facility." Shetzer said.
Although they do keep prisoners who
could cause problems away from the others,
Shetzer said there is a loss of space availability when "troublemakers" must be isolated. Shetzer said each cell has two beds,
but the number of available beds is reduced
when a cell has to be used for one person.
"WE LOSE those extra beds which could
house other criminals," he said.
The Wood County Jail holds 46 males and 6
females.
Overflow is another major problem. If
they find they do not have enough beds for
criminals. Shetxer said they must send them
to The Toledo House of Corrections, located
in the White House Facility.
Shetzer said the corrections house cannot

hold any more criminals, but he has never
had a request turned down to move his
prisoners to White House.
Shetzer said the problem with White
House is there are only certain hours of the
day when he is able to send prisoners. He
said he cannot send prisoners there at night.
Once, Shetzer said he decided to send 12 of
his prisoners to the White House facility
because be needed space; later that day, he
received 14 more prisoners.
The population in the jail has grown, he
said. "There are more people than there is
bed space," he said.
SHETZER EXPLAINED one cause for
this is the new requirement to the Driving
Under the Influence (DUI) law. Offenders of
DUI must spend three days in tail.
"I see more and more people ui here then I
would normally," he said.

Chase Manhattan may acquire S&L's
COLUMBUS (AP) -Chase
Manhattan Corp., the nation's
third-largest bank holding company, said yesterday it intends
to acquire two Ohio savings and
loans in a $7.4 million deal
viewed as a first step toward
operating commercial banks in
thestate.
The announcement by the
New York giant prompted one
Ohio banker to say he hoped it
wasn't a case of "wolves appearing in sheep's clothing."
Chase Manhattan said it intended to acquire the Mentor
Savings Bank In Mentor for $6.8
million, and the Federated SavBank in Cincinnati for
Arthur Ryan, Chase executive
vice president, said applications

had been filed with the Federal
Reserve Board and the Federal
Savings and Loan Insurance
Corp. for approval to acquire the
institutions.
Ryan said the Ohio Superintendent of Savings and Loans
had already certified that the
proposed acquisitions qualify
under state law. Action by Ohio
legislators is not required.
THE TWO INSTITUTIONS
are among 69 privately insured
Ohio thrifts temporarily closed
by Gov. Richard Celeste March
IS after runs by depositors at
some offices.
All of the S&L's except the
Home State Savings Bank in
Cincinnati have since reopened,
although 30 still may offer only

limited withdrawals. Mentor reopened for full service last
week, but Federated still is open
only for limited withdrawals.
Purchase agreements have
been reached with the management and board of both institutions. Chase now Is in the
process of acquiring shares.
The Mentor institution has assets of $114 million, with 25,000
acounts, while Federated's assets were pegged at $53 million,
with about 7 300 accounts.
Ryan said Chase Manhattan
intends to seek additional acquisitions in a plan to obtain a
license to operate a commercial
bank in the state.
"We're not hare talking about
simply two acquisitions. We believe we can help further in the

state by additional acquisitions,
and so we want to continue to
work with the governor... and
the legislature in terms of getting legislation allowing us to
form a commercial bank, in
which case we would then combine these two institutions as
well as others with a commercial banking license," Ryan
said.
HE SAID ACQUISITIONS of
other institutions were imminent, but were not necessarily
days away.
Word of the Chase plans drew
a cool response from James
Everson, incoming vice president of the Ohio Bankers Association.

grounds of the 52-acre peace encampment to express their beliefs in peace,
Smith said.
Smith remembers one outhouse that
had a picture of a woman as a tree,
with her arms reaching toward the sky.
"When women get together, all sorts of
creative things start to happen," Smith
said.
The majority of the women in the
peace movement at that time, and at
the present time, are white. She mentioned that few black women become
involved. Smith said ages of the women
at Seneca Falls varied from the late
teens to women in their 60s.

Bank closings
possible issue
Celeste's actions may affect
1986 gubernatorial race
by Caroline Linger
staff reporter

The collapse of Home State
Savings and Loan is sure to be
a key issue in the 1966 governors election, according to
John Damschroder, a reporter
for WBNS-TV, in Columbus.
"Celeste win either come out
looking decisive, or he will
come out looking like a jerk,"
the broadcast journalist said
yesterday in an interview.
Damschroeder was on campus
as part of the University's annual Mass Communication
Week
"Dick Celeste is going to try
to turn the collapse into an
opportunity. He is going to try
to convince the public that his
decisive leadership is what is
bringing
Ohio through the crisis, 'rDamschroder said.
"On the other side, the Republicans will say that the
state knew that there was trouble in the S&L and did not do
anything about it because
Home State was owned by
Marvin Warner - Celestri
number one campaign contributer. They will say mat Celeste
bad the power to close the bank
sooner, hut he didn't because
Warner is a friend of bis,"
Damschroder said.
"If this Is the case, then
Celeste is either incompetent

or dishonest, the Republicans
will say, which will hurt his
campaign," Damschroder
added.
Special prosecuters are
checking if Warner and Celeste were involved in criminal
activity in Home State Savings
and Loan, he said.
THE STATE has filed a suite
against Warner for $432 million because of the bank collapse - which will help the
governor's position, he said.
"The governor worked
around-the-clock and made
major efforts in order to get
Home State reopened," Damschroder said. ''There is a 99
percent chance that everyone
will get their money from the
collapse of the savings and
loan, the question is bow,"
Damschroder said.
"This Is as big a problem for
Dick Celeste as Watergate was
for Dick Nixon. Celeste, however, is handling it with as
much grace and dignity as
possible, he does not blame
the media for the situation and
he has not made any enemies
in the media, as Nixon did.
Celeste has resisted the temptation to turn the tables and
make the media the issue,"
Damschroder said. "The key
political issue in Ohio is economics."
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—Editorial APrisons:
fresh concept
Power shared

The Ohio Constitution prohibits municipalities
from owning or investing in power generating
facilities.
What was once a good idea to protect the consumer from being ripped off has become outdated.
We believe it's time to let smaller power companies
- the local power distributors - to have a say In how
they get their power and how much it should cost.
the drafters of the constitution were trying to
protect consumers from being hurt by illegal trusts
- a city or cities owning a power company and
gouging the citizens.
As a result, all of Ohio's power generating facilities are independently owned.
Big independent power companies like Toledo
Edison sell their power to cities like Bowling
Green, who, in turn sell it to the little people - us.
Nowadays, though, there are agencies which
check up on the prices that are paid for retail and
wholesale power. These agencies weren't around
when the Ohio Constitution was written.
If Toledo Edison wants to raise the price it
charges for wholesale power, the rate increase has
to be approved by the Federal Energy Regulatory
Commission. If Bowling Green's electric division
wants to raise its prices to the consumer, the action
must be approved by the Public Utilities Commission of Ohio.
The PUCO does a good job of making sure the
consumer isn't ripped off.
But the big power companies have become bullies. There are few of them and they sometimes
operate very wastefully. The local power distributors - Ohio's 83 municipally owned power companies - are at the mercy of the big power companies.
The Bowling Green Board of Public utilities
passed a resolution this week which is being sent to
the Ohio General Assembly. They want to amend
the constitution so that cities can buy shares of big
companies and put pressure on them from within.
It's a good idea. It's time to let the Bowling
Greens of Ohio play hardball with the big boys. The
real winners, in the end, will be the consumers.

Heed bishops' letter
by Pat Schnapp
The phrase about forgiving
our debtors had a familiar ring
as I read the bishops' Pastoral
Letter on economics, in which
they suggest that the United
States extend some measure of
debt forgiveness to the poorest
Third World countries. Very biblical, I thought.
I recalled my year teaching in
Jamaica, where prices were
triple those in the United States,
but where the average wage was
only $20 a week. The inflated
prices represented, in part, an
attempt to earner funds for Jamaica's debt repayment, and
added to the misery of people
who miraculously survive a poverty we've never known.
In a critique of the bishops'
Pastoral, Penny Lemoux, a respected Latin American affairs
writer, picks up on the bishops'
suggestion of debt forgivenesss.
She notes that every Latin
American country is in an economic bind because of the demands of debt repayment, and
adds that many Third World
countries are so destitute they
can't even repay the interest on
their debts, let alone the principal.
Lernoux suggests that a
strong argument can be made

for the poorest countries' not
repaying the debt when onefourth of it is unreal - the result
of higher U.S. Interest rates that
tacked billions on to the original
debt in order to finance our
arms race.
Increasingly, our choice is one
of arms vs. bread. The bishops
were very clear about this when,
in the same letter, they spoke of
the economic effects of the arms
race. More for weaponry means
less for human needs, less for
projects that serve life and create new jobs, less for the skinny
children of the Third World.
They quote the Pope, who recently declared that the arms
race Is a real death-threat, since
its economic cost "deprives so
many countries of the effective
means for their development."
And what about us in the U.S.?
I can see, some 10 years from
now, an unsympathetic Swiss
looking at us floundering in our
terminal deficit and possibly
unable to buy even our usual
staple of Foodtown fare. He'll
smile and say, "Let them eat
nosecones."
The bishops were on target in
pointing out the economic folly
of the arms race for both the
Third World and for us. It's a
shame they haven't been heeded
on Capitol Hill.
Pat Schnapp Is a teaching fellow
in English.
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by Art Buchwald
I always depend on Simon
Wallin for inside information on
the stock market.
The other day I got a call from
him. "I have only one word to
sayr to you," he whispered.
Tm listening," I told him.
"Prisons."
"Prisons? What the hell kind
of stock market tip is that?"
"Private prisons are soon
going to be bigger than private
hospitals. Incarceration is a
growth industry, and I want you
to get in on the ground floor.
There's a new company just
starting up called Big House
Inc."
"Come on. How are people
going to make money on prisons?*'

in business endeavors

order to make money they have
to count on word-of-mouth. If
former Inmates start badmouthing Big House in the underworld, offenders will ask to
be sent to the competition's prisons after they're caught"
"What about conflict of interest? Suppose a person Is up for
parole and Big House doesn't
want to give it to him because
they'll be stuck with an empty
bed. I would hate to deprive a
man of his freedom just because
I'm afraid of losing his busi"You have nothing to worry
about on that score. There's a
waiting list for every prison in
America. Most states are guaranteeing private prison corpora-

tions 106 percent occupancy for
the next 20 years."
"Won't prisoners be resentful
that people are trying to make
money on them?"
"Not when they realize private companies have a lot more
to offer than public institutions.
Big House is putting in the best
security equipment money can
buy, so no one can break Into a
prison that doesn't belong there.
We're also installing the latest
athletic facilities, cable TV,
workshops and leisure activities. Their guards have been
instructed to wish every prisoner a nice day. They have put
'How Did We Do?' questionnaires in all the cells asking
inmates to compare them with

otter prisons they've been in.
Our business is to make the
consumer, in this case the inmate, consider Big House a
home away from home. That's
the only way you get repeat
business."
"It sounds awfully good on
paper, but I still don't understand bow, if they're going to
provide all these services, Big
House will still make a big profit
on running a prison institution."
'.'?'!L$atte shnple," Simon
said. "Itey're going to serve all
the inmates airline food."
Art Buchwald Is a columnist for
the LM Angeles Times Syndicate.

"Good management and tax
breaks," Simon said. "There's
an unbelievable demand for new
prisons in every state in the
union. The public wants criminals locked up, but they refuse to
pay for the jailhouses. So they
are giving out franchises to private entrepreneurs who have
figured out a way of making
money on the panel system."
"I don't get it. If the government is running in the red putting people away, how can the
private sector get the system in
the black?"
"It's the way prisons are financed. When the government
builds a prison complex it has to
borrow money from the public.
If a private company builds it,
then it becomes a tax shelter."
"They're going to lock up prisoners in tax shelters?"
"We're not going to put prisoners in tax shelters; were putting
investors in them."
"OK, so I'm in a prison tax
shelter. Now what happens?"
"Big House Inc. leases it back
to the government and gets a
management contract to run it
We receive the depreciation on
the prison as well as a daily fee
for each prisoner we take care
of."
"I'm not sure I want to make
money on people who are locked
up."
"You'll be doing the inmates a
service bacause Big House Inc.
will treat the prison population
much better than the bureaucrats treat them now. After
all, they have a vested interest
in the convicts' happiness. In

Letters
Fire alarms: a case
of 'crying wolf?
Anyone who has lived on
campus knows the feeling well.
You were sleeping peacefully, or
maybe you were partying, or
possibly you were even studyWhatever the activity, you
didn't want to be interrupted,
but then you heard an ear-breaking, blood-chilling, heart-stopping, screeching noise. The Fire
Alarm.
There are some advantages
to fire drills, particularly when
they occur late at night, which,
nine out of 10 times, they do. For
instance, if you check to see who
comes out of whose room, you
can pick up on some good gossip.
You can also get some good
laughs when you see blurry-eyed
people standing about In bathrobes and tennis shoes or winter
coats and fuzzy, pink slippers.
But when it's cold and wet
outside, and you're cold, tired
and busy, all of that gets pretty
old. Even when conditions aren't
bad, the alarms are an inconvenience, and after going out for
false alarms again and again,
people start thinking that it's too
big a bother. One of these days,
the alarm may not be false, and
that may be a tragedy if people
keep thinking it will simply because it has been so many times
before.
I don't know how many of
these alarms are caused by legitimate problems with Incinerators and the like, bow many
are actual drills or how many
are just obnoxious pranks. Not
only are they annoying, but the
great number of them cause
students to take these alarms

too lightly. That may be disastrous someday.
Julie FauNe
445 Anderson

Give students time
to prepare for finals
The comprehensive final - a
fate worse than death. I have a
gestion to help students
for finals. A '"reading
" Just take a week off to
let the students read and re-read
all those assignments we are
supposed to regurgitate essays
on for the final.
Several colleges and universities use this system. Tennessee
Technical University, Northwestern and the University of
Michigan all have the week before finals free to read and study
for their upcoming tests. Even u
we couldn't have the full week
off, why not just a few days? The
University of Tennessee's
classes end Wednesday and
their finals start the following
Monday. Here at BGSU, the
student has, at moat, two days
between finals.
I'm sure I speak for a huge
number of struggling students
when I say thafme Friday before exams I am still <—"»'"g
new material in class that I
must have memorized for the
exam Monday, along with further frazzling my brain by
cramming into it every other
tidbit of information from every
chapter and every lecture of the
entire semester.
Please, lust a few more
days?! Or. should I say, a stay of
execution?
Lori Bailey
Kl Ashley

Campus mail needs
to pick up speed
Almost every weekday afternoon when the campus mail
is delivered to the residence
halls, I, as well as several other
students in my hall, experience
the frustration caused by the
mail service. This distress is not
related to the fact of failing to
receive the letter or receiving
the 200th Publisher's Clearing
House sweepstakes brochure,
but at the slow delivery of campus mail
I realize the University's
postal employees are human
and that they, like all students,
are entitled to both good and bad
workdays which have some impact on the mail service. However, any improvement to speed
the delivery of campus mail
would be a great benefit to all.
Although the University
post office requires that campus
mail be at the office prior to 8
a.m. for delivery on that particular day, this specification fails
to account for the memorandums announcing future meetings which were two days ago,
birthday cards that were belated by one week and results
from the health center lab which
arrive several days after the
initial teat By the time these
results were delivered in the
mail, one's health could deteriorate!
This inconvenience experienced by these students makes
us consider whether It would be
worth the mere 23 cents of a
stamp for a piece of campus
mail to guarantee its arrival on
time. Since this Is not possible, a
more efficient mail delivery system is needed.
Sasaa McDonald

US McDonald East

No seat belt law
Passing of Ohio House Bill «
will result in another infringement of my personal liberties!
HB HI, which will mandate seal
belt use by auto occupants in
Ohio, is a prime example of
government dictation without
justification.
Although I believe seat belts
are a good thing and should be
encouraged, I cannot agree that
the state has the authority to
force this option on mature drivers and passengers. Should an
auto mishap occur, my use of a
seat belt cannot possibly determine the outcome of anyone but
myself.
Just as the motorcycle helmet
law was found to be improper
and repealed, similarly HB wl is
improper because it forbids my
adult right to freedom of choice.
As an autonomous member of
today's society I am well aware
of the possible results of wearing
or not wearing a seat belt
Therefore, a fine of $20 for exercising my right to freedom a)
choice Is a serious assault on my
personal liberties. I reply, in thi
Instance, to big brothers corir
cern for my welfare with
"thanks but no thanks."
Because of the unjust govern>
ment dictation permitted by HB
«, it to Important that We
quickly alert our state represe
tatives and senators; we mu
ensure protection of our,
can freedoms.
Thomas E. Zoltaaskt
OCMBKW

Lnr>al
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Unusual philanthropies help charities
by Pattl Skinner
reporter

In the fall, enthusiastic students can
be seen rowing bathtubs across Peregrine Pond, pushing beds on wheels
down Ridge Street or enjoying an afternoon of tug- of-war in the mud.
Greek philanthropy projects are
some of the most interesting and unusual events on campus, and last year,
the campus Greek organizations raised
more than $9,000 for charities In 44

philanthropy events, according to a
spokesperson for Greek Life.
Two of the biggest Greek events for
this year are yefto come.
The Delta Upsilon spring bike race,
being held for the 35th year, is the
oldest Greek event on campus.
"The unusual thing about this race is
that the bike never stops," according to
Bill Hawk, the chairman in charge of
the bike race. During the race, two
team members lift off the rider while

5,000 spectators swarm around to the
Oval to watch the races.
This year is the 22nd running of the
Beta, and the fraternity is hoping to
raise $1,500 for the Wood County senior
citizens.

the next rider grabs the bike and takes
off for the exchange.
The 30-nule race has been moved this
Kir from Ridge Street to the race
ck around the rugby field at college
park.

The Phi Kappa Psi bathtub races, a
15-year tradition, involve the teams
racing the bathtubs, held afloat by
intertubes, against the treacherous
tides of Peregrine Pond in hopes of

THE BETA 500, a push-car race
around the Union Oval, is the largest
Greek event, according to Craig Dodds,
Beta 500 chairman. Between 3,000 and

achieving the best time.
The Delta Gamma Anchor Splash is a
traditional event held at Cooper Pool in
the Rec Center. The Splash involves
various water events, such as the
beachball relay, freestyle relay, and a
synchronized swimming contest.
"Next to Beta, it's the most actively
participated-in philanthropy," Krissy
Peterson, a Delta Gamma, said.

Graduation (Continued from page 1)
THERE IS a price seniors
must pay for the regalia to be
worn during commencement.
According to Marge Houchins,
undergraduates must pay a fee
of $11.65 for a "keepsake" cap
and gown. "The students get to
keep these forever and ever,"
she said, then laughed. Houchins

is responsible for all commencement regalia. The regalia can be
purchased at the University
Bookstore.
Graduate students cannot purchase the keepsake cap and
gown.
Persons graduating with a
master's degree must pay $17.80

for their caps and gowns. "Two
dollars of this is returned to
them because it is a deposit,"
Houchins said.
But those graduating with doctorate degrees do not have to
pay a deposit. "Doctorate graduates pay $16.75, but there is no
deposit," Houchins said. "There

NEWL0VE MANAGEMENT
FEATURE OF THE WEEK:
850 Scott Hamilton
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* Very Large 2 Bedroom
Apartments
* New Living Room Furniture
* Very Close to Campus
* Free Water and Sewer
328 S. Main
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University Theatre
Presents

r

April 11-13
17-20
Main Auditorium
8:00 p.m.
Students '3.00
Adults '5.00

OPEN

JUNIOR EXECS
SALARY:

[GREENBRIAR INC
224 E. Wooster
352-0717

MR. BOJMGLES

FRAZEE AVE. APARTMENTS
818 Thurstin, 624,670,656 Frazee Ave.

*
*
*
*
*
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"DETENTE
Pitchers $3.50

893!
B93 S. Main St.

Featuring the —

* Cleveland Indians
* Cincinnati Reds
* Detroit Tigers

QUALIFICATIONS:

BENEFITS:
Club benefits including 18 hole golf courses,
swimming pools, hand ball, racquetball, tennis,
track, beaches, sailing, mountain climbing, rafting,
wind surfing, and flying clubs. Reduced airfares,
and reduced ticket prices to cultural activities such
as opera, theatre, symphony, and ballet. Access to
lighthouse on the coast of Maine and a private
luxury resort on Waikiki Beach. Full medical,
dental, unlimited sick leave, 30 days annual paid
vacation, post grad educational programs and
retirement in 20 years!

POSITIONS:
Openings still available in the following areas:
Management (technical and nontechnical), Engineering, Nuclear Teaching, Intelligence. Aviation
Mgt., Diving, Pilots, Finance, Personnel Mgt.

LOCATION:
Immediate Openings on both coast and the Gulf of
Mexico—We pay relocation expense.

CALL 216-676-0492
Navy Representatives will
be on campus
11-12 April 1985 at
the Student Center.
DEPARTMENT OF THE NAVY

2 bedroom
2 baths
Furnished
Laundry facilities available
$450 per month + electric

BASEBALL 1985:

Starts $19,200-$24,700 increasing annually to
$28,600-$45.700 in four years.
College grads, all degrees and degree levels considered. Recent grads looking (or first job as well
as those contemplating a job change (under age
34) are encouraged to apply. Required to pass
mental and physical exams.

ALL

MEETING: 255 MemS Hail WELCOME

Artwori i* raprwaialive

Early Responsibility and Authority in an International Organization.

Thurs^ April 11

FOR RESERVATIONS

This Week

k^

Graduates will not get their
diplomas the day of graduation,
however. They will be mailed to

the graduates during the month
following commencement.
Sharon Apple, a secretary for
the assistant registrar, said the
reason for this is it takes at least
a month to check each person's
final semester grade to ensure
that they have met all graduation requirements.

Accepting applications for the 1985-86
school year. Applications available in 405 Student
Services. Applications due by Monday, April 22.

Best Live Rock and Roll
in Town

t

tion," she said.
"We try to urge the students to
come in as soon as possible to be
fitted. It's first come, first
serve."

THE STUDENT ATHLETIC
BOARD - THE STUDENT
$S>*r VOICE IN BGSU ATHLETICS

CALL 372-2719

Mon.-Tue.-Wed.-Fri. 10-6
Thur. 10-8, Sat. 10-5

1
/
There comes
^^J
' a rime when you Come in and see
«5lW
want to share
OUT beautiful
f^
>""r life.
selection and
/
spring specials.

has never been a problem with
them (doctorate degree graduates) returning their regalia."
There is no deadline for being
fitted for the caps and gowns,
Houchins said. "The reason we
don't force a deadline is because
we don't want to hinder anyone
from missing out on gradua-

in the Friday, April 19
edition of the SB Ms Friday Magazine
ADVERTISING

DEADLINE: Wed., April 17, 4 p.m.

Join us lor

SUNDAY BREAKFAST
flt llerries
io:30-i:30
ft relaxing buffet
lor $4.25*
with all the trimmings
•beverages extra
Berries is located in Harshman
convenient tree parking available
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Alternative radio offered

Churchill's

WBGCJ-FM gives airtime to new and different music

SAVINGS THIS WEEK
Dairy—, ,—Frozen
Superior Dairy
Orange Juice
from 100% concentrate
1/2 Gallon

Stouffer's
Lasagna
21 oz.

$1.49

m

$2.29

Nestle Quick
Chocolate Milk
112 gallon

$1.59

bySuunCorbin
reporter

Scraping Foetus Off the
Wheels, Two Ton Machine and
The Offs are Just a few of the
new and different groups that
can be beard on WBGU-FM.
The station, which also plays
albums by more familiar
groups, such as UB40, Depeche
Mode and REM, offers students
an alternative to commercial
radio.
"We provide the students, as
well as the community, with a
chance to bear a lot of the new
music that's coming out that
aren't big labels," Norm Jones,
student general manager, said.
In addition to the more upbeat
songs, WBGU-FM plays a wide

ple at the station, are out and
variety of other music, including
about. People see us in town, on
classical, country, jazz and regcampus, and in classes. They
gae. The station also has several
special shows which feature mucan come up and talk to us. They
can let us know what they want
sic by female artists or musical
rips from different places in because we are all students and
we nave basically the same attiworld.
tudes and opinions."
Jones said the station uses this
"We_play a little bit of everyinteraction with the public and
thing. We try to make entertaintheir audience as a guide. "It
ing as educational as possible,"
helps us to find which direction
Jones said.
to move in, and it allows us to
With the exception of faculty
continue expanding our musical
adviser R.K. Clark, the station
styles.
is run completely by University
"The students pay for this
students.
station and they should ?get more
"WBGU-FM's best asset is
out of it," Woide said. 'It's not
our immediate contact with the
easy to listen to new things.
listening audience," Dave
They (the students) have got to
Woide, station music director,
be willing to say '111 give it a
said.
chance' and unfortunately, not a
"Unlike most radio stations,"
Woide continued, "we, the peo- lot of people will do that."

Differences discussed

Stouffer's
Spaghetti &
Meat Sauce

by Teresa Tarantino
staff reporter

12.6 oz.

Many students may wonder if
the United States is becoming
overly-Involved in the raw

$1.59

Reiter Dairy
Rich Creamy Ice Cream
assorted flavors
$1.79 1/2 gallon

Golden

S«3ff!

i differences in today's involvement - both in military and
social strategies - used by the
United States in the Philippines
and in Vietnam was the topic of
the ninth annual Eleazor Wood
Lecture Series, held Tuesday.
John Gates, American military history and author, spoke

Grain

I22A

Macaroni &
Cheese
7V* oz.

Duncan Hines
Cake Mix
assorted flavors

3/99*

79*

on, "Two American Military
Confrontations with Asian Nationalism: The Pacification of
the Philippines and the Destruction of Vietnam."
Gates said the United States
and other countries have shown
they are incapable of "participating in a revolution without
destroying the ones they are
trying to save."
The situation in the Philippines in the late 1890's and
early 1900's portrayed an American strategy of pacification, he
said. The United States spent

BROTHERS. Inc
»~V.ihMiiiif

352-8408
•MS. MAM

much of its effort in the Philippines developing social programs such as schools and
medical facilities.
GATES CONTRASTED this
with the search and destroy
stategy which the United States
used in Vietnam. He said this
method does not allow for the
establishment of a firm government presence in the region.
"I am not saying we could
have won (in Vietnam) had we
applied a different strategy or
approach," be said. The strategy the United States chose to
use in Vietnam was very Ineffective, be said.
He also said the nature of war
in the time span between the
Philippine and Vietnam incidents nas changed. The increase
in the destructive capabilities of
weapons has greatly influenced
the way wars are fought, he
said.
The United States was victorious in Its campaign against the
Philippines by using conventional weapons, while, in contrast,
it lost to the Vietnamese using
much more advanced weaponry
- Including the napalm bomb
and helicopters, he said.

2 FREE
PEPSI'S with
Any Purchase
over $3*°

BOWLING GREEN

Coke, Diet Coke,
7-up or
Diet 7-up,
Orange Crush
A & W Rootbeer

> 13D 'ae

,3B BB

iMellow Yellow
8pk.

$1.58
plus deposit

12 pk cans

U.S. Policy in Nicaragua

Gates said the United States
has come to realize revolution
has changed with time. It has
become common for a revolutionary group to sustain itself
against a power - perhaps not
defeating it - but not allowing
themselves to be defeated, be
said.
Gates cited the Soviet presence in Afghanistan and the
Contra revolution in Nicaragua
as examples of situations where
a powerful military force has
been contained by a weaker
group.

Lecture By:

Roberto Vorgas

$2.99

Consul attached to Nicaraguan
Embassy in Washington D.C.

TODAY APRIL 11th
-Bakery & Deli
Sunlight Liquid
Dishwashing
Detergent
(special label)
32 oz.

fi
;
I*

Fresh-made

The lecture was sponsored by
the departments of history, military science and aerospace studies. The lecture series honors
Wood, a lieutenant colonel in the
War of 1812, after whom Wood
County is named.

Sponsored by BG Peace Coalition

PIZZA
2 items each 12" Pizza
Thin Crust 2/14.50
Thick Crust 2/S5.50

$1.49

3:30 p.m. Room 222 Education

Nabisco
RITZ Crackers
16 oz.

Fresh-made daily
Fried Cakes
cinnamon, powdered sugar
or plain

$1.39

99* doz.

University
G
Now Leasing
•Close to campus, banks and fast food
•Dependable maintenance
•ALL heat, water, and trash pick up paid for
Tenant Pays Electric Only
Summer Rates Available
Rental Office located in Amherst Village
1520 Clough
Behind Wendy's
OFFICE HOURS

WE OFFER THE WIDEST SELECTION
OF DOMESTIC & IMPOR TED BEER

Churchill's
1141 S. Main St.
Bowling Green
Prices effective thru Sunday, April 14
I
Hours: Everyday 6 a.m. to 1 a.m. J

SAT 9-12

I

352-0164

THERE ARE TWO SIDES TO
BECOMING A NURSE IN THE ARMY.
And they're both represented by the insignia you wear
as a member of the Army Nurse
Corps. The caduceus on the left
means you're part of a health care
system in which educational and
career advancement are the rule,
not the exception. The gold bar
on the right mear is you command respect as an Arrr y officer. If you're
earning a BSN, w rrite: Army Nurse Opportunities, P.O. Box 7713,
Clifton, NJ 07015 . Or call toll free 1-800-USA-ARK 1Y.

ARMYNURSE CORPS. BE ALL YCHI CAN BE.
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Terminals used UNICEF aids Ethiopian plight
Two freshman English classes
plan computerized composition
by Mike Amburgcy
reporter

Students entering two sections of English HI next fall
may be surprised to find computer terminals for their writing instead of the usual pen
and paper. They will abandon
their accustomed modes of
writing to learn tha art of
writing on a computer.
There will be four English
111 sections involved in the
experiment; one computer
group of two classes and a
control group of two sections,
according to Bruce Edwards,
professor of English. "The
students in the computer
classes will be inventing, prewriting, and writing from beginning to end on the
computers. The control
groups will be taught writing
in more traditional ways,
Edwards said.
Students participating in
the computer classes will be
using word processors located in Jerome library. The
computers to be used fin this
project will be installed sometime this summer, Edwards
said.
The computer group and
the control group will spend
the same amount of time in

class, but the computer
classes will do all their writing on the computer terminals.
"The only difference will
be where the students do their
writing. The control group
may write at home, at the
library, or in class, while the
computer group students will
write only on the computers.
They will then bring their
hard copies to class," Be said.
BOTH EDWARDS and
Kathy Hart, director of general studies writing, are interested in the long range
effects of the program.
Hart said that if the protect
is successful a lot more English courses might incorporate computers into their
instruction process. "I think
that aa computers become
more and more available to
the students, more computers
will be used in English
courses," Hart said.

program, any student or organization can
sponsor fund-raising activities, with the
proceeds being sent to UNICEF.

by Zora Johnson
staff reporter
A national program is underway to raise
the consciousness on university campuses
for the plight in Ethiopia and other developing countries.
Sponsored by United Nations Children's
Fund (UNICEF), the Campus Ambassador
program is attempting to orchestrate fundraising programs on college campuses na-

IN ADDITION to bringing an international perspective to campus, Kinnaird said
that participation in the program directly
benefits the students.
"It's a good opportunity for a student to
demonstrate proficiency in leadership skills
in a national program, he said. "It can also
help meet a student's desire for service; he
won't simply feel he is stuck away in an
ivory tower.

Establishing awareness among University students is the key to providing the
much needed support for countries such as
Ethiopia, said Steve Kinnaird, national
coordinator of campus action programs.
"Media attention to Ethiopia will die
down, and public awareness will die down,
too. But the problems don't go away," he
said. "UNICEF has a binder of problems
that it doesn't have the funds to handle."
But UNICEF hopes that the Campus Ambassador program will continue long after
the media coverage has faded, he said.
Campus Ambassador now reaches about
60 universities, and Kinnaird is hoping to
gather support on this campus. Under the

"There are freshmen coming out of high school who
have knowledge of computers, while some of our faculty
are familiar with computers,
but others would require
some in-service training,"
Hart said.

MARKETO/MmGEMENT
National Company has several summer
openings in northeast, northwest, and central Onio. Field oriented marketing and
management of other college students. Salary, bonuses and expenses for the right
person. Must work all summer, auto necessary. Please send work history, major
area of study, and city you plan to five in tor
the summer to:
HYCITE CORP.
ATTN. MS. RONSHAUGEN
1380 DUBLIN RD #14
COLUMBUS, OHIO 43215

Although Campus Ambassador is a national program, the fund-raising activities
are done on a strictly local basis. "The types
of activities can vary because it's an openended program," he said. "UNICEF simply
supplies background materials and support,
and the students plan the activities."
Projects at other universities have included everything from iog-athons to solicitation drives to gospel music concerts.
Minority and religious groups, as well as
fraternities and sororities, are just some of
the organizations which have been involved

"J.C. Heard is one of the best living drummers.'
MILES DAVIS

10

J.C. HEARD BAND
April 13 at 8 p.m.
KOBACKER HALL
Tickets: $4,6,8,10
Call: 372-0171
Part of Jazz Week VI
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"About 15 million children die each year,
so our work is crucial," be said. "But this is
a hopeful time for children because of the
new Child Survival Campaign, of which the
Campus Ambassador program is a part."
He said that the campaign hopes to cut the
number of child deaths in hall.
"In the 80's, campuses were live-wires,
but now they are not as socially conscious,"
Kinnaird said. "It is essential that we raise
awareness and get students to rally for this
cause."
Any student or organization interested in
finding out more about the Campus Ambassador program should contact the U.S. Committee for UNICEF, 331 E. 38th St., New
York, NY, 10016, (212)-686-5522.
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The Brothers of DELTA TAD DELTA
Would Like to Congratulate

May 15th thru Sept. 1st
$5.50/hr. plus incentives
Must be available to
work all shifts.
Press work - will train
Send resume to:
PO Box 756
Toledo, OH 43695
Please include local telephone #.
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UNICEF has agencies in 113 countries
around the world. It provides medical supplies and other basic services to these countries, Kinnaird said.
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Summer Factory Jobs!
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in the fund-raising activities, he said.
"Students can sponsor any project they
want with the money that they raise - from
helping in a particular country to building a
health center in Uganda," he said.

MIKE McGREEVEY
and
BRAD KRIDER
on becoming the
new President and Vice President
of U.S.G.
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WINTHROP TERRACE
APARTMENTS

April 12 - 14
Two Bedroom/Two Bathroom
Apartments starting as low as
$10750 per month or $459/
semester (4 person)
Why pay more when the
best is for less?

FRIDAY - Donnie Iris Concert
UA0 Movies-21OMSC
Starwars ■ 7:30 p.m.
m
Empire Strikes Back -9:45, midnight

SATURDAY

Association

-Carnival:
3-5 between Kreischer
and Student Serv. Building!
Fun, Food, and Freddie
• and Frieda!!!
Jello Jamboree: 2-5 p.m.
Student Serv. forum

UAO Movies 210 MSC
Starwars 5:15, 9:45
p.m.
Empire Strikes
Back - 7:30,
midnight

• Free cable
• We pay heat, water,
trash removal
• Air conditioning
• Swimming pools
• Garbage disposals
• Wall to wall carpet
• On site, full-time maintenance
• Laundry facilites
* SPECIAL SUMMER RATES'
CHECK US OUT!
YOU CAN'T BEAT US
:W:

LOCATIONS AT: Summit St.. Palmer Ave. A Napoleon Rd.
OFFICE AT: 400 Napoleon
Weekday 9-5, Saturday 10-3 and evealnga by appointment
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Turnout low for bloodmobile Ethnic studies
program grows
by Danielle Fischer
staff reporter

Donor turnout at the Red
Cross bloodmobile has not
been good enough to
northwestern Ohio with the!
pints of blood it requires for an
average day, according to
Judy Goris, Red Cross bloodmobile coordinator.

"The turnout isn't half of
what it should be," Goris said.
"On a good day, we usually
have 260-270 pints per day, but
we only had 125 on Monday and
191 Tuesday."
Goris said donations from
students, faculty and staff are
needed to "bring our average
up." The Red Cross will accept
donations at the bloodmobile In
the University Union from 10
a.m. until 4 p.m. through Friday.
Student volunteer workers
are also needed, she said.
The Red Cross normally
sends out two bloodmobiles
simultaneously. But because
the University is usually the
largest donor in northwest
Ohio, it is the only bloodmobile
collecting this week, Goris
said.

"We have 24 beds, which is
the maximum allowed out by
the Red Cross," she said. "6
they (The Red Cross) dont get
blood here, they're not getdne
because they are "scared of
what they don't know."
"I HEAR there's a lot of
exams, and I know there are
colds. It's just after Easter,
but that shouldn't affect anything but Monday's donations," Goris said. "The
biggest reason (students are
notdonating) Is they're apprehensive or scared to death of
needles."
"The blood's here. The potential's here. (Yet) we
haven't even reached five percent of the University population," Goris said.

In order to donate, an individual must weigh at least 110
pounds, be in good health and
between the ages of 17 and 65.
If a potential donor has had
cancer, hepatitis or jaundice,
be or she cannot give blood. If
the donor has given blood before, 57 days must have
elapsed since his or her last
donation.
Goris recommends that do-

Bring this ad to \
TO's and you and j
ttBtl LITTLE SIB can
pick out the design of j
I his/her choice with the pur- |
j chase of any garment.
I 902 E. Wooster

352-3365

• (Across from Kohl Hall)

Haircut

Good thru April 16
bring
coupon
bring co^n'°

I

■

I

"Our supply of O-positive is
extremely low," Jobuck said.
"It's 15 percent of what we
should really have here.
"Our O-negative and A-negative supplies are below levels
that we feel are comfortable
levels to handle an emergency."
Jobuck said supplies of Bpositive blood are below normal levels and the regional
headquarters in Toledo does

not have any B-negative reserves.

"We had a GI bleeder who
went through our supply and
we've got a request tor five
units for a surgery tomorrow
and we've got nothing on the
shelf," Jobuck said.
Jobuck said bloodmobiles
usually account for 75 percent
of daily and annual collections.
Goris said she believes most
students don't donate blood
pint," Koogan said.
Koogan, who donated his
seventh pint yesterday, said he
gives blood because it the "humanitarian thing to do."
Roxana Raye, freshman interpersonal communications
and German major, donated
on Monday and has volunteered to work for the Red
Cross "every time they've
come to campus." Raye has
donated four pints of blood.
"It's a good experience,"
Raye said. "It's really fun like a giant social gathering.
Plus, the cookie selection is
unbelievable."
Blood can be donated on a
walk-in basis or by appointment. Appointments can be
scheduled by calling 372-2775.

Next week is International Week

Cold King Kegs, 24 Returnables,

Sunday Wine Sales

Frito Lay
POTATO CHIPS 7?oz.

Reg. $10

2 Liter
PEPSI or COKE
(Diet or Reg) ,

f| Hours
I Mon, -9:30-5:00
■T, W, TH,-9:30-6:30
■ Frl, -9:30-7:00
I Sat. -9:30-4:00

nors "get a good night's sleep
before they donate and eat
within a few hours before the
actual donation."
Timothy Koogan, junior
chemistry major, said donating Mood is a quick process
that "doesn't hurt at all."
"There's nothing to it. It only
took four minutes to fill up my
it anywhere else.
"RED CROSS is losing
money - period. And we need
the blood. We have paid nurses
who aren't working as much as
they'd like to be and the blood
supply is going to go down."
Judy Jobuck, director of donor resource development for
northwestern Ohio, said donations that supply 19 hospitals in
10 regional counties are lag-

$]

by Deborah Schmook
stan reporter
Developing an Ethnic and
Migrant Policy Research
Center is only one of the future objectives of the Ethnic
Studies department, whose
courses have been part of
University curriculum since
1970.
Hie center would provide a
data base of information to be
used by social agencies, businesses, and professors, said
Robert Perry, chair of the
Ethnic Studies department.
Perry hopes to establish the
center on campus within the
next five years.
An agency dealing wttb alcoholism already has inquired
about
minority
research, Perry said. He said
the center could help organizations such as the National
Association for the Advancement of Colored People
(NAACP) and social service
Bgywlw that want to compile
information on minorities.
OTHER GOALS of the Ethnic Studies department are to
work toward acquiring more
faculty, broadening course
offerings, and creating a
masters degree program.
There were no full-time faculty when ethnic studies bein 1970. At the present
■e are 4 J5 full-time
the Ethnic Studies
and four gradstudents who help teach
departmental courses. More
full-time faculty are needed,
Perry said.
Enrollment In ethnic studies courses has consistently
increased since ethnic studies
became a University department in 1979. Three hundred
fifty students are currently
enrolled in Ethnic Studies
courses. Before 1979, there
had been a leveling out of
enrollment, Perry said.

He said one reason for the
increased enrollment could
be that Ethnic Studies
courses now can be used to
fulfil] some social sciences
and group requirements, inPerry said Ethnic Studies
classes in 1970 were filled
with black students since
there was the misconception
that classes for blade issues
should be taken mainly by
black students.
"ONLY RADICAL white
students took black studies,"
Perry said, adding that now
90 percent of the student*
enrolled in Ethnic Studies
classes are white.
Besides changing racial
composition
within
the
classes, curriculum differences are noticaWe when
comparing the types of
classes offered now to those
offered in 1970.
"The first courses were directed at black students becase they were making the
moat demands," Perry said.
The courses focused on AfroAmerican history, culture,
literature and art.
Since men, Ethnic Studies
classes have been created
that relate to issues of Hispanlcs, Indians, and immigrants of Asian and European
ethnic descent Perry said the
' curriculum could be
1 by including course
i on post-Vietnam ims from Latin America
[Southeast Asia.
"The larger the minority
population becomes, the
more the majority population
will be affected/he said.
Ethnic studies was developed in 1970 as a response to
the killings at Kent Sate University and Jackson State and
to the heightened civil rights
movement Courses were developed in response to the
students' "cry for relevancy," Perry said.
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is now accepting
applications for:

• Summer Editor,
BG News
• Editor, Miscellany
1985-86 academic year
• Editor, Gavel
1985-86 academic year
• Editor, Obsidian
1985-86 academic year
• Editor, The KEY
1985-86 academic year

352-8408
836 S. MAIN

BOWLING GREEN

Applications available: 106
University Hall

X

DEADLINE: Wednesday. 5 p.m. April 17 y£
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The downs provided warm-up and intermission entertainment for the Royal Hannef ord Circus matinee at Anderson Arena on March 31. Cathy Clement and her pet amuse a group of Brownies.

Clowning around for fun and religion
Wearing outfits splashed with
bright colors and white make-up
on their faces, the Bowling
Green group preachs Christianity through clowning and
mime techniques, instead of using the typical sermon-preachingmethod.
The Clutter of Fools from St.
Thomas More University Parish
tries to teach a message of love
and concern for others with
symbolism in skits or by just
making people feel good and
laugh, according to co-director
Chris "Bosca" Hahn, junior education major.
In "Paint The Line." Two
clowns scuffle and then one
paints an imaginary line down
the center of the stage. They
shove each other and make
nasty gestures across the boundary line until one is wounded in
the fight. The other clown finally
crosses the line to aid his former
enemy.
Skits can be played more to
religious morality or more to
secular slapstick comedy depending on the audience, Cathy
'B. Boppity" Clement said.
"I have been called topreach,
but I cant use words because
I'm too verbose. My actions
show more of the love of Christ,"
Liam "Bum" Cadegan, graduate student in reading said.
Besides the religious aspects,
clowning is fun.
Ronda "Squirt" Denman said
as a clown you can be different
anonymously. "You can't go
tickle somebody under the i
without clown make-up.. .lean
get away with anything I want to
get away with," she said.

(left)Cathy Clement, as the Virgin Mary, prepares Ronda Denman, as Jesus, for burial after
the crucifixtion.

Photos and
story by
Joe Phelan
Before all their practices and performances the clowns do stretching
exercises, clowning warmups, then hold hands and say a prayer.

Elsewhere
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Bill pending on proposal Sale could hurt Ohio
COLUMBUS (AP) -Legislation permitting the sale of
the shutdown Home State Savings Bank is in limbo until the
terms of a proposed
agreement are presented, legislative leaders said yesterday.
Senate President Paul Gillmor, R-Port Clinton, said he
doubts that any bill can take
shape until the first of next
week when Chemical Bank of
New York, the proposed purchaser, is expected to complete its inventory of Home
State's assets.
Gillmor, along with House
Speaker Vern Rtffe Jr., D-New
Boston, and other leaders of
both parties met earlier in the
day with Robert McAlister.
superintendent of savings and
loans. But he said McAlister
gave only a briefing and update on the state's overall S&L

situation and did not talk specifically about Chemical Bank.
McAlister "didn't indicate
he has a particular timetable,"
Gillmor said, when asked
about legislation permitting
the sale.

However, he said that If
Chase seeks to acquire other
S4L's with the goal of becoming a statewide banking institution "I would think that the
General Assembly would be
considering that issue."

THE SUPERINTENDENT
deferred questions until a 5
Si.m. meeting with reporters
or the latest in his series of
briefings that began shortly
after Home Stated March 8
closing and the temporary
shutdown of 69 other privately
insured S&L's in mid-March.
Gillmor said he and McAlister talked briefly about the
elan of Chase Manhattan Corp.
> acquire the Mentor Savings
Bank in Mentor and the Federated Savings Bank in Cincinnati for $7.4 million. "That
doesn't require legislation,"
Gillmor said.

The Senate leader said he is
not overly concerned, as some
lawmakers are, about out-ofstate banks "coming into Ohio
to take over some of these
weaker institutions" because
it would secure the funds of
depositors. However, he said
he thinks Ohio banks should
have the right to expand into
the home states of the takeover
institutions.
A BILL PERMITTING interstate banking reciprocity
has been approved by the
House and is pending in the
Senate.

UNDERGRADUATE
STUDENT
GOVERNMENT

FACULTY EXCELLENCE AWARDS
* Recognizes an outstanding professor
within each college and the School
of Technology.
* Pick up applications at 405 Student
Services
* Deadline: Friday, April 12

ROCK
YOUR

WASHINGTON (AP) - The marriage of Conrail
to Norfolk Southem would give the new railroad
control over vast areas of Ohio and might force
the Chessie system to trim its state operations by
80 percent, says a Chessie analysis.
John Snow, president of Chessie System Railroads, told the Senate Judiciary Committee last
month that the eastern part of the country currently has a balanced freight rail system, with
three healthy, competitive railroads.
"A Norfolk Southern-Conrail combination would
immediately and irreversibly destroy that system," Snow testified.
Conrail was created in 1976 after the bankruptcy
of the Penn Central and six smaller railroads.
During its early years, the government poured
$7.1 billion into the railroad. The Reagan administration's proposal to sell its 85 percent interest in
Conrail to Norfolk Southern Corp. is currently
being reviewed by Congress, which must approve
the sale.

CSX CORP., Chessie's parent company, recently completed a report entitled "Adverse ImKrts of a Norfolk Southern Takeover of Conrail io."
Among Chessie's conclusions:
• The merger would give the new railroad 100
percent of the traffic between many Ohio cities
and locations throughout the nation, allowing it to
inflate the cost of service.
• Norfolk Southern would be able to combine its
20-state network with the reach of the merged
railroad to divert traffic from other lines and
deprive Ohio rail users of competitive routings.
• If the merger occurs, Chessie may be forced to
reduce its Ohio operations by as much as 60
percent, jeopardizing rail service on 1,000 miles of
line and threatening the Jobs of 4,000 Chessie
workers in Ohio. Chessie currently employs about
6,600 in the state.
• The new railroad would dominate traffic in 52
of Ohio's 88 counties and be the only railroad in
more than half of those counties.

Rates given flexibility
• 1- • 1 •

COLUMBUS (AP) - Procedures adopted Tuesday by the Public Utilities Commission of Ohio
will allow flexible long-distance telephone rates.
The procedures allow long-distance companies
to change their rates within a limited range
without prior PUCO approval.
"The telecommunications field is changing rapidly and competition is very strong," said PUCO
Chairman Thomas Cbema. "Allowing flexible
rates will enhance this competition which should
ultimately benefit customers throughout Ohio."
The commission also approved rates to be
charged for customer-owned coin-operated telephones. Customers of Ohio Bell, Cincinnati Bell,
United Telephone and General Telephone will be
able to pay those companies to operate their
private pay phones once the companies file their

final tariffs, which the PUCO said must be done by
April 16.
THE COMMISSION also announced plans to
endorse the Columbia Gas Transmission Corp.
settlement recently filed with the Federal Energy
at settlement calls for Columbia Transmission to reduce the base commodity rate it charges
for natural gas sold to utilities in eight states,
including Ohio.
Columbia Gas, Dayton Power & Light, Cincinnati Gas & Electric and West Ohio Gas all buy
from Columbia Transmission.
The FERC is to decide on April 16 whether to
endorse the proposed settlement, which was negotiated by Columbia Transmission and various
utilities, public interest groups and governmental

University Village
1520Clough NOW LEASING OFFICE HOURS
Mon-Fri 9-5
•Close to campus, banks and fast food
Sat 9-12
•Dependable maintenance
•ALL heat, water and trash pick-up paid
PHONE
Tenant pays electric only
352-0164
•Summer rates available
RENTAL OFFICE LOCATED IN AMHERST VILLAGE
BEHIND WENDY'S

CAMPUS MANOR APARTMENTS
505 CLOUGH STREET
NEXT TO STERLING AND DORSEYS
PHONE 352-9302 (ANYTIME)
OFFICE HOURS: 10-3 p.m.

OTHERS BY APPOINTMENT

CHECK THESE SAVINGS FOR NEXT YEAR
TWO BEDROOM APARTMENT

0
and

present

$145.00 per person per month
(4 person apt. occupancy)

^^O

DONNIE IRIS
AND THE CRUISERS
with special guest

GRIZZLY
Friday, April 12, 8:00 p.m.
Lenhart Grand Ballroom, Union
$
7.50
Students - $5.00
All seats reserved.
Tickets on sale at the Union Ticket Booth 9:30 a.m.-5:00
p.m. with BGSU ID.
Food, beverages, smoking cameras and recording devices
are prohibited.

INCLUDES
(AT NO EXTRA COST)
* ALL HEAT AND AIR CONDITIONING
*
*
*
*

FREE CABLE TV
TWO BEDROOM, 1 V% BATH APARTMENTS
PARKING AT YOUR FRONT DOOR
THREE MINUTES TO CLASSROOMS, AD
BUILDING, STORES

* FLEXIBLE PAYMENT TERMS
* LAUNDRY IN EACH BUILDING
* OVERSIZED CLOSETS
CAMPUS MANOR IS UNDER NEW OWNERSHIP & MANAGEMENT
Come see us TODAY!
Ask about our Special Summer Rates.

i
i
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Man plots to kill complaining clients
JACKSONVILLE, Fla. (AP) - Prosecutors say a man who ran a bogus
employment service had a plan for
sllencfiia clients If they complained too
loudly abort not getting Jobs - he allegedly plotted to have them murdered.
In tact, authorities say, as many as
a people might have been on their way
to their deaths in Thailand had an
undercover policeman not discovered
the plot
Howard Wayne Crawford, who operated Trans World Careers Inc. out of
his Jacksonville apartment, was
charged April 4 with one count of
organized fraud and four counts of

solicitation to commit murder. His
arrest was the result of a year-long
investigation by detective Claude
Locke of the Jacksonville Sheriffs Office.
"We stopped filing charges at four,"
said State Attorney T. Edward Austin.

who paid him money," he said Tuesday, adding that the list of clients
Crawford is believed to have bilked has
grown since the charges were filed.
"We've been unable to find anyone
who has gotten a job from him," said
Mathis, estimating that Crawford collected $300,000 from his clients in Missouri, Tennessee, Louisiana and
Illinois.

CRAWFORD IS BELIEVED to have
collected a 1700 fee from clients with
promises of jobs in South Africa, Thailand and Peru through his bogus international employment agency, said
Assistant State Attorney E. McRae
Mathis.

When complaints began coming in. a
plan was hatched to have some of the
complainers killed, Mathis said.
The 28 most vocal critics were to be
told to report to Jobs in Thailand, where
a hit man was supposed to use explo-

"We've uncovered 500 to 800 people
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HOWEVER, THE MAN who was
paid an initial 8800 and expenses to
purchase explosives and pose as an
official of a Thailand company to meet
with the 28 men was undercover Jacksonville detective G.F. Hendry, posing
as a hit man.
Hendry was told he would get $500 for
each client killed, Mathis said.

there were violations of consumer protection laws, Missouri Attorney General William Webster said Monday.
"The St. Louis area was probably the
focal point of his sales seminars," said
Mathis. "I don't know if he had some
ties there or what, but he certainly
concentrated in that area."
Mathis said Crawford traveled at
least six times in recent months to a
motel in Festus, Mo., where he conducted job seminars and collected 8700
from applicants.

Meanwhile, the state of Missouri
began an investigation into Crawford's
operations about six weeks ago to see if

Crawford is being held without bond
in the Duval County jail pending an
April 15 arraignment, Mathis said.

rVARSITY SQUARE APTS.

■School of HPER

Let there
be peace

sives to kill them all at once.
"The plan was to stage a disaster on
a boat or bus excursion," said Mathis.

WHITE WATER
RAFTING
MEETING

1-2-3 Bedrooms
Beat the high cost of utilities. Let us pay your
heat, gas cooking, water and trash pick up.
* Private entrance
Single story
^^
OFFICE LOCATED

- TONIGHT Thurs, April 11, 4 p.m.
210 Eppler South
Mr. Connibear 372-2876

1097 Varsity East

353-7715

Laundry facilities
Quiet living

Monday -Friday 9-1.2 -5
Saturday 10-12

Children & pets welcome
' ASK ABOUT OHI MOVl IN SPCCIAl

WWTWO SDVIC1
H
K>» LAJMI OR SMALL
H X>B APTUCATION IUUU H
CALL TDI seumi
II
H
(419) JM-3089
Its :sssxsxa

Hiroko Masukawa
will be giving a slide
presentation on
the bombing of
Hiroshima and the
aftereffects
McFall Center
Assembly Room
(2nd floor)
April 12
4:00 p.m.
sponsored by:
HONORS STUDENT ASSOC.

LORGO ABNAML UD ZEMBLAG.

^l^liJl.Wl.T.'ltti^^
ABNAML. AND LESS!'
Blorg
Famous Ex-Space Monster

^

a.

!«**

874-9309
rV» Provide You With...
•A Variety ol siiet
•Convenient Hour*
•Eaey Accau
•Security

*••*■

*

For Your Personal Needs..
• Houtehold good!
•Recreational
• Clothing
•Furniture

*Wf

w

,•*'^.

JP

CAMPUS
FILMS
THE SECRET
OF NIMH

-jr***

Thurs., April 11
Gish Theatre
8:00 p.m.
Free

"s**v
Fit, April 12 7:30
Sat. April 13 5:15,9:45

e.^&.

Fri., April 12
9:45, 12:00
Sat. April 13
7:30, 12:00
Both films: 210 MSC
$1.50w/BGSUID
M«y Iht/orct be with you

'

EVERYTHING YOU ALWAYS WANTED
IN A BEER. AND LESS.

J

Sports
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Maroll "saves" day

Falcon nine wins third straight
by Steve Qulnn
Militant sports editor

John Maroli came late to yesterday's baseball game between
Bowling Green and Siena
Heights College, but he was on
time to enter the game in the
ninth inning to salvage a 5-4 win
for the Falcons and his second
save in as many games.
Maroli came to the contest in
the seventh inning after fulfilling his duties as a graduate
assistant in BG's Mathematics
and Statistics department.
"I teach until 20 minutes after
five," Maroli said. "I ran out
here after teaching, put on my
uniform, then warmed up. By
then it was the ninth inning and
they put me in."
The fifth year senior entered
the game, relieving teammate
Bob EUenbest, who left the
game with Saints' runners Jay
Moran and Jeff Hart on second
and third respectively, with no
outs.
Don Nagle greeted Maroli
with a run-scoring single, bringing the Saints within one. Maroli
then fanned Steve Sontag and

walked Steve Frellick to load the
bases.
Jim Woolsey ended any hopes
of winnng when he blooped out to
shortstop Todd Dues, who then
doubled Nagle off at second.
TTie save was Maroli's second
of the year and tied him in that
department with teammate
Mark Fleming.
"He's (Maroli) our short reliever," BG head coach Ed
Platzer said. "We'll use him in
just that situation. It was a good
job by our number one short
reliever. He shut them down."
"I don't mind at all," Maroli
said of his role as a reliever.
"It's fine with me. I don't feel
any pressure once I'm in the
game. At least I don't think
about it.
"I threw mostly fast balls," he
said. "On a day like today I'm
not going to throw as many
curves."
Saints' head coach Rusty
Frank attributed the loss to poor
base running. BG pitchers
picked off twobase runners foiling possible rallies.
'We out hit them almost two
to one (six hits to four)," Frank

said. "It was our inability to run
the bases that lost the game for
us. The last runner should not
have been caught off base."
The Falcons used a total of
five pitchers in the nine inning
game. Fleming started and surrendered three runs on as many
hits in two innings pitched.
Siena's Ken Aury and Ken
Groch opened the second stanza
reaching base on a walk and
single, respectively. Schinnar
singled in Aury and Jeff Hart
followed with a double to bring
home Groch and Schinnar.
The three runs gave the Saints
a one run lead as BG had scored
two of its own in the home half of
the first.
Todd Hall, now 2-3 hurled in
the third and fourth, surrendering only one hit and walking
three.
BG gave Hall the winning runs
in the third when Ken Ospelt hit
a bases loaded single to right.
Platzer also gave mound time
to Keith Phillips and EUenbest;
both have seen limited pitching
duty.
• See Baseball page 11

BG News/Susan Cross

Yerrrr Out!!
Bowling Green's Dave O'Kresik is doubled off at second base in the second inning on a throw from Siena
Heights' third baseman Ken Groch to second baseman Jay Moran.

Meadowview Court
Apartments
Nou Leasing foi ST) 86 School Year

One large 1-item pizza

ONE BEDROOM APARTMENT

*5.25

•all utilities included'gas heat'laundry facilities
•drapes*carpet*party & game room
•swimming pool*sauna
$270-furnlshed
$250-unfurnished

Free Delivery

352-3551

TWO BEDROOM APARTMENTS
$270-furnished
$265unfurnished
Plus gas & electric.
Landlord pays water & sewage

1^

EFFICIENCY APARTMENTS
$225-furnished
$200-unfurnished
Plus electric.
Landlord pays gas heat, water & sewage
Fr* ncabenNp to Qnnyrood Hakh Sf» v/lust
214 Napoleon Rd
Bowling Green, Ohio
352-1195

f MAKE YOUR BREAK
TO DENTLEY'S!

-J

THESIS
SPECIALISTS
10% off thesis copying

kinko-s
Expires: 4/30/85

IS YOUR IMPORT FEELING ILL?
WE HAVE THE CURE!!

CPR
Workshop

12953 KRAMER RD,
- BG. BG i LARGEST
AND MOST
COMPLETE
IMPORT
FACILITY

April 22 and 24
6:30 p.m.-10:30 p.m.

\w

*

You deserve a break and
Bentley's in the Holiday
Inn, has just the nsht
deals for you Monday through
Saturday enjoy special drinks at special
prices! And, don't forset the Bentley's
Happy Hour, every nisht from 4-9 pm
featunns our famous Sip n Dip! Make
your break a "Bentley's break!"

Ohio Suite, Union
$15.00

352-7031

Includes certification, booklet and supplies.
Sign up in UAO office, 3rd floor,
Union, or call 372-2343 for more information.

Bentley's in the Holiday Inn-Bowling Green

(

1550 E. Wooster St. • Bowling Green, OH 43402 • 352-5211

•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
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Spring Specials
Long Sleeve
100* cottoncotton blends

40% off

30% off
Oxford Shirts
Pastel Long Sleeve

40% off

KREISCHER CARNIVAL • April 12th and 13th

Fun Sweatshirts
Animal Imprints

Oversized Spring
Shirts
SoHds, Stripes

30% off

3L PoJL, Puff
525 RuJp
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Gullickson shakes jinx, Expos top Reds
dNCINNATI (AP) - April
hasn't showered Montreal's Bill
Gullickson with success, but the
right-hander thinks this could be
the spring he flowers.
Gullickson, breaking a habit
of slow starts, tossed seven shutout innings and drove in a run to
lead the Expos to a 4-1 victory
over the Cincinnati
Hubie Brooks provided the
bulk of Montreal's offense by
driving in the other three runs.
Tim Raines contributed three
hits, scored twice and stole two
bases.
But even Brooks agreed that
most of the credit had to go to
Gullickson, who allowed just
four hits and no walks while
striking out five.
"I had a pretty good day, but
you've got to take into consideration that Gully pitched a great
game." Brooks said.
Gullickson had lost five consecutive April decisions dating
to 1983, including an 0-2 mark in
four April starts last season.

Last April was particularly
hard on Gullickson, who was
disabled April 19 by a groin
injury. He rebounded to a 12-9
record overall, and came out in
sharp form this spring with a 3-1
record and 2.17 earned run average in six starts.
"I FELT good," Gullickson
said. "When I did get behind
batters, I didn't get hurt. My
control was good.
So was bis luck. The Expos got
a break in the seventh inning
when an unusual double play
ended Cincinnati's most promising threat
Player-manager Pete Rose
singled to start the inning and
took third on Dave Parker's
single. Cesar Cedeno then hit a
shallow fly ball to center fielder
Herm Winnlngham, who caught
it and then dropped it while
taking it out of his glove to
throw.
It was ruled a catch, but Rose
broke from third and was
doubled up easily.
"Those things happen," Par-

ker said. "Pete felt he dropped
it. but I had a better view. Isaw
him catch It and drop it as he
was throwing."
Reds starter Jay Tibbs, 6-2 a
year ago, struggled through
early control problems In his
first start, giving up four hits
and a walk In the first two innings.

Tigers win, 8-1
DETROIT (AP) - Detroit's
Lou Whitaker drove in four runs
with a pair of home runs and
Kirk Gibson belted a three-run
shot yesterday to back the combined four-hit pitching of Dan
Petry and Aurelio Lopez as the
Tigers beat the Cleveland Indians 8-1 to remain undefeated
after two games.
Whitaker's first homer was a
three-run shot with one out in the
third inning. Larry Herndon and
Chet Lemon started the inning
with singles and came around
when Whitaker hit one Just over
the left field screen off Cleve-

land starter Vern Ruhle.
Whitaker's second homer was
a two-out solo shot in the fifth
inning that gave Detroit a 4-1
lead.
In the Detroit seventh, Lemon
drew a walk off reliever Ramon
Romero, was sacrificed to second by Tom Brookens, took third
on a single by Whitaker and
scored when shortstop Julio
Franco threw wildly after fieldins Alan Trammell's ground
Gibson then cleaned the bases
with a three-run homer off the
facing of the third deck on a fullcount pitch from Dave Von Oblen for an 8-1 lead.
The Indians' lone run came in
the fourth when George Vukovich reached second on a throwing error by third baseman
Chris Pittaro and scored on
Brook Jacobv's two-out single.
Petry, 18-8 last year, scattered
four hits over six innings, walking one and striking out two.
Lopez pitched three perfect innings to record the save.

Baseball

■Bowling Green State University'
Ethalc Cultural Arts Program (ECAP)
— Presents —

Continued from page 10

MODERN DANCE

"This was a purpose game,"
Platzer said. "We wanted to get
more pitchers in today, and get
them tuned up for this weekend."
Phillips gave up two hits, and
no runs, while Ellenbest allowed
one run on one hit.
Ellenbest served up a single to
the first batter he faced, Sontag.
Sontag advanced to second on a
wild pitch, but Ellenbest erased
Sontag from them books by picking him off second.
"We've worked a lot on our
pickoffs," Plateer said. "It was
a big play. It took some air out of
their offense."

The senior eventualy settled
down, retiring the next five batters, striking out three. He
exited in the ninth after allowing
base runners on a walk and a
two-base error to Art Ell.

Cavs finally
have respect
RICHFIELD, Ohio (AP) -No
one talked about the Cleveland
Cavaliers this way when they
were 2-19.
"They've got to be considered dangerous," says New
Jersey Nets Coach Stan Albeck. "They're a good basketball team, and I think everyone
in the National Basketball Association is aware they're not
the same Cavs they used to
be."
Cleveland will be participating in the NBA playoffs this
year for the first tune since
1978. The Cavaliers' likely
first-round opponent, however,
is the powerful Boston Celtics,
meaning the outing probably
won't last long.
"But I think our team can
play playoff basketball," said
Cleveland Coach George Karl.
"We'll just have to see."

The Cavaliers made the
playoffs the hard way, starting
the season with a 2-19 record
under their rookie coach before
fighting back to nudge the Atlanta Hawks out of the last
playoff spot in the Eastern
Conference.
Cleveland is 33-25 since the
disastrous start, for a 35-44
overall record. Veteran guard
World B. Free, the catalyst in
the turnaround, says the Cavaliers simply got tired of being
another bad Cleveland joke.
"They were comparing us to
the old Philadelphia 76ers (who
won just nine games in 197273). That really made me mad.
And when Georgetown was on
TV, the guy said, "These guys
can probably beat Cleveland.'
That kind of thing really makes
you mad. All of us heard that
stuff," Free said.

Come in and

Test Ride a New Bike
Get a Spring Tune-up
and receive

The win raises the Falcons
record to 10-11, and marks their
third straight victory. BG takes
it's M MAC record to Munde,
Ind., tomorrow and Saturday to
play Ball State in a pair of
double-headers.

A Free Hat or kVaterbottle
While supplies last
■ HM

Guest Choreographer
Visiting Artist
REVARICE

Bowling Green 202 000 lOx — 5 4 1
Siena Heights 030 000 001 — 4 6 0
Fleming. HalK3), PhllllpXS). Ellenbes«7). Maroll (9) and Hayes, Oliverlo
(7), Kostrewa, Mouch(3), Anulon(7)
and Han

IPJ.
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Bite shop J j#

APRIL 12 & 13,1985
JOE E. BROWN THEATRE
8:00 p.m.
FREE

1

=3* For Information Call: 372-2798

I
I

440 E. Court

PUFF'S
PIZZA

352-1596

Medium 2 Item Pizza

\

FREE DELIVERY

I
I
I

THURSDAY STUDENT NKJHTI
WITH VALID ID
ONLY $2.00

INI MA 1 &J
WATCH OUT FOR THE FORCEI

IIK-V

CHEH - 3rd MO WEEK
AT 7:10 t 9:30
ONE SHOW -IJ.60 ADULTS
COME AND SEE BOTH
MO HTTS FOR 17.00

CLA-ZEl
AT 7:30

Spring-Summer
Bouses
25% OFF
Selected Styles

Gals LEE
Jean Jackets
Reg. 32.95
SALE 27.95

Denim Vests
ALL 20% OF

Check out our
5.00-9.95 RACK
Over 300 items
to choose from

Gals LEE
Wtv Pin Stripe Baggies
Reg. 30.95
SALE 18.95
Rod Pin Stripe
London Rider
Reg. 29.95
SALE 18.95

Assorted styles
Denims
Capris-Baggies
St. Legs
20%-50% OFF

lt*l Ihyv.iM*!

Kmkv UtiuiistKMiBikl (M-vtl

IPOLME ACADEMY
|po i3| 2nd WEEK AT 7:30 * 9:18

20%-50%
OFF

$r*"<}b*

SHrrJMW
-|nil»r VANITY
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IShjgjjeVsWfce ;.- unflflGON

AT«:30
ONLY

Qi l'S

Holly Kirchhoff
Brian Batridge
Phil AJbertino
Mariann Myers
Stephanie Steirn
DaveLarabee
Anne Price
TiinaRahe
Karen Rkjhter
DonHihy

Congratulations!

IBP

Cash & Carry ~l
FTD SERVICE AVAILABLE

eaim

.372-2343 for man information.^

224 E. Wooster
352-0717

♦ Eighth Street Apartments
803-815 Eighth St.

♦ Ridge Manor Apartments
519 Ridge

♦ Field Manor Apartments
542,560 Frazee & 519 Leroy

Long Steal

$10.00

Roses

President
Via-President
Treasurer
Secretary
Fundraising
Newsletter
fommunkatkms
Special Events
Informative Events
L Travel

^Sian up in UAO office, 3rd floor, Union, or

m

NOW RENTING FOR SUMMER
II

(Enter the Union on North end of Building next to Prout)

| Congratulations to newly-elected
S Honors Student Association Council

M-Th 10-8
F&S 10-5:30
Sun 12-5

531 Ridge St.
352-8333

Saturday & Sunday 9fe *
p.m. to 3:30 p.m.
Bowl
,*
All You Can in 2'/z hours for $2.00
per person 4 persons to a lane
Free shoes
Billiards
2V2 hours at $1.50 per Table
Old Milwaukee on tap

Tuesday, April 16
9:00 p.m., $5/person
Ohio Suite, Union

GREENBRIAR INC,

Jeans N Thine )s for Guys N

Buckeye Room Special

Liqueur
Making
Workshop

§
a
C
$
§
A
jt

%
4
|
S

$5

Fancy

Carnations

♦ Frazee Ave. Apartments
DOZ.

DOZ.

818 Thurstin, 624,670,656 Frazee Ave.

♦ 516 E. Merry Apartments

Summer Rental Rates:
Efficiency : $250/summer
1 bedroom : $375/summer
(1 or 2 person)
2 bedroom : $424/summer
(1-4 person)

^7
434 E. W00STER \A
^ IN THE DAIRY QUEEN BLDG. \p
w

w

a«l

W a—M—aaa«

The Hated rates for the apt. are for the entire summer
from June 1, 1985 to August 14, 1985 and they are one
payment for the entire summer + applicable utilities
* Alr-condltloned units available

ifieds
Wll. 1985

BG Newi/Aprfl 11, IMS 12

RM* needed lor one to OHIO STATE.
Weedend ol Apr. 12 Can law* Friday
afternoon and return Sal or Sun CM 2-5088.
wa 8 tor gas.

CAMPU8/CITY EVENTS
Attention AM Uembera
PIMM be Mr* to turn ki all applications for
Chek iiiMir* by Friday. Aped 12. Drop *N
the MMrt 10 Todd LaHote OCMB 3220.
Remember lo put your rasas*, addroM A
phono no. at to* lop at the letter.

• FOOTS TYPHQ •
Si/page Ida) Oncampue pick up |M-F|
4:00pm 889-2679
TUCKER TYPING
Proloaslonol *qulpm*nt (or your n**da. Cal
N«ncy 352-0809

ATTN STUDENTS LOOWNG FOB SUMMER
WORK It you would But to Mm how to run •
bueaiM*, gain experience thai IBM. XEROX.
PG dc n looking for. Mm colege crodH A
make 14233 ttia aumrner. there w* be intsr
•MM Thur* at1200and300mRm»81of
the Falcon Paua or 6.00 In Rm. 100 HayM
PIMM ba on ■mat

TEST PREPARATION
STANLEY KAPLAN EDUCATIONAL CENTER
636-3701 Toledo. OH
SAT • LSAT " ORE
ACT * QMAT ' MCAT
'C.P.A FXVCW*
•STATE NURSWG BOAROS-SNCLEX'

DONT MISS IHE AFRICAN OWNER 85
APPAL 13. 1985
5 30-HE COMMONS
EUCHRE TOURNAMENT
Friday April 12
Tomogany Lagpon Hal
Regtrallon-7 30

EARN MONEY
Be Your Own toe!
Sham wan othem your r*au>a on IN* weight
loM-gam or rrtaHati nutnoonal herbal weight
be* program I wont from a size 12 to a all* 6
XithrM months We ateo have en herbal energy
■Met met k**p* you Marl Lei ua explain Via
marketing thai Saturday CM 372-4481 for

la moving MM, coucbM. Irldg**. Me.

Have you heard the new*
Not Huey but J C
J.C HEARD BAND
Apr! 13M8pm
K08ACKER "ALL
Tlcfcet*: $4.6.8.10
CM 372-0171
Part of JAZZ WEEK VI

A REAL INCONVENIENCE A HASSLE.
SUMMER STORAGE WITH FREE PICK-UP
A DELIVERY IS YOUR SIMPLE SOLUTION
For Into, on rato* A echeduUng
pick-ups. call The Loll Conatructlon
A Storage Service 352-3AM

JELLO JAMBOREE
JELLO JAktAVOREE
JELLO JAMBOREE

LOSE WEIGHT NOW
WITH ALL NATURAL HEALTH AND NUTRITION PRODUCTS LOSE 10-29 LBS PER
MONTH 100% MONEY BACK GUARANTEE
ASK ME HOW, CALL 363-0143.

MMh and Brad To my favorite roommatM
CongratukMlone on your Sigma CN Pinning
Lots of love and happiness to you
•L**n*r
PLANNED PARENTHOOD
OF NW OHIO
920 N Mam Si BG
Cor*o*nta*y personal oar*
Specks' Rates BGSU erudents
Convenient Appointments
364-3640

FASHION SHOW-African CtothM
Apr) 12. 1885
5 30 AMANI
FREE
FILM THE PEACEMAKER
RM220MSC BLG. APRIL 11. 1985 7 30
FREE
-

INTERESTED IN A LEADERSHIP POSITION ON
CAMPUS NEXT YEAR? RSA HAS THREE
DIRECTORSHIP POSITIONS OPEN FOR
1986-1986 (PROGRAMMING. PUBLICITY.
AND PUBLIC RELATIONS. RES. HALL ISSUES) APPLICATIONS ARE AVArLABLE IN
426 STUDENT SERVICES DUE APR*. IS AT
4:30 P M.

Al your typing n**da
Prompt and proleaaional
3624017 Clara

'■•ME Uteetyle Alum*lull"
General wilkini. nutrition. aiaraiM.

TODAY - Proa* Hal Mel" Lounge 11:00-4:00
tan mil by tin Slkdsnt WMtoaia Center
JayOMeand AMA
Aluminum Can nacycang Ortw
Apr! 6-28
1 at and 2nd prtfM to Soot* wkh moat pans
MEET AMBASSADOR T BGAVOGUI
OF QUMEA AT THE AFRICAN DINNER
APRS. 13. 1985
6 30PM -NE COMMONS

BUFFO IS COMfNQI
BUFFO II CC4MNOI
BUFFO m COMBIHI

THE MARKETING ASSOCIATION
CHALLENGES YOUI THE AMA WILL GIVE
YOUR RESIDENCE HALL FLOOR $100
CASH. $60 RUNNER—UP. FOR COLLECTING
MORE ALUMINUM CANS THAN ANY OTHER
RESIDENCE HALL FLOOR! SEE YOUR RA
TODAY FOR DETAAJJ.

Pregnancy Problem?
FIM tod* t help
HeartBaet ol Toledo
1-241-9131

LMbian Support Group. Sunday Apr! 14th.
J 00pm For mor* Into. oM the Women*
Garter 372-2281

PERSONALS

LOST It FOUND
LOST RED NYLON WALLET IN VICINITY OF
UWV BCOKSTOREAJBRARY ON 419.
CONTENTS EXTREMELY IMPORTANTHOT'a ASKED CALL CAROL 1724)728
REWARD
LadkM' gokt bracestt wdh Katharyn" tost on
campus. Apr! 2 CM anytime. 364-8478

RIDES
Rate needed to Dayton that weekend (Apr! 1214) If anyone re going and has room lor one or
knows of anyone going pieaee ctf Barb at
2 8462 WB help wMl OM $$

BKE AUCTION
Apr! 17. 1986 kin* Forum
viewing at 2:30 p m . auction at 3 30 p.m
bar**, pvwky. and many other name
CONGRATS PHI MU RHO CHIS. KAREN •».,
SHARON B , AND KAREN Ml YOU'LL DO A
GREAT JOB! BUT WELL MISS YOU THRU
RUSH
EXOTIC FOOD
KEYNOTE ADORESS ENTERTAINMENT AT
THE AFRICAN DINNER
GLEMBY SALON AT UHLMAN'S
Apr! Special $30.00 Perm Special
includes haircut 362-6815
Happy 21M Big Guyl Hope your birthday la aa
gr*M aa you arat Love y*l xxoo Balk B*lkl

FREE DELIVERY

352-3551

NMd Fe I Mala stuoants lo fa houses I apt*
A iHtili now. Near oamrxie Ph 352-7365

Roommate needed lor SpringySummer
Apt Comer ol S Colege « Napoleon,
near drM-Oni Reesonabte CM Don
or Damon 354-6141.

ItOUSEBOV NEEDED FOR 108580 SCHOOL
Y1AH. CALL 172-6400

THE NEW MADNESS

Needed: Two female roommatM for 85-66
school year Furnished apartment, doee to
campus For more into, oM And) M 354-8114

F nnta. own room A bath, fre* ultatlM (except
elect A phone) Laundry, ale. pool Stan May
15 CM Julaor JorJa 363-0866.

COMING
COMtNQ
COMING
COM**]

2 bed toft for sale
[Suspend toft)

Spring MerchandM Arriving DMy
Jsans N Thing* Open tonight
B 6:00pm

$100 CM 372-5163

1 or 2 fam rmt* for '85'88 school year: Univ.
vBage CM 2-3860 it «it«reatad

THE BROTHERS OF DELTA TAU DELTA
WOULD IKE TO CONGRATULATE CINDY
Onus ON BECWrBNG OUR NEW BELT
SWEETHEART.

Wanted: Non am. fern, roommate for '85-86.
Apt. CIOM to campus CM Sue or Kathy 364-

7802
HELP! TWO ORADUATING SRS NEED PLACE
TO LIVE FALL SEMESTER 65 PLEASE CALL
DIANE 1364-7678) OR DEB (354-1220)

This la your last chance to gel Involved In
Intramural* Apply to ba a member of III*
IMS-is Intramural Advisory Board. AppUe*Uons may b* obtained al 101 SRC. Deadline:
April 12th.

FEMALE GRAD STUOENT NEEDS A NONSMOKING FEMALE ROOMMATE STARTING
AUGUST 1986 CALL 363 0183 AFTER 4pm

To my two roommatM Bob and Strati,
This semeeter has bean reefy greM! Thanks for
bemg able to put up with my **naa of humor.
Good kick with finale Your roomie, Jaime

2 F NS roommatM needed for 85-86 N.
Summit 1 E Marry. Furrashed S12S7mo. Cat
AndrM 354-7433 or Dawn 354-7615.

Traco. Deb. Kite, Denaw. Mary Anna and ChatThank* lor making my 22nd a mornotebta on*. I
love you guyl Regan P.8 Wa *r* tr*> worMI
UNIVERSITY HOSTS AND HOSTESSES: A
group of BG students who promote atrong ttos
between the university, visitors and alumni.
Pick up an appecatton In 405 Student Services
through WarJnaadly, Aprl 17
Unrv*r*lty Hosts and HoatassM-Becorna a
m*rnb*r of ■ group which I* highly virubie
among a variety ol ''pubac*'' from p**ra to
University adnarastrMoia AppaCabona avsletoie
through Aprl 17 n 405 Student Services Ptck
up art appfcaSon now and bacoma Invofvadl

*
*
*
*

2 BEDROOM APARTMENTS
$120
per person par month-unturn -4 parfton apt
$134
per p*r*on par month-turn -4 person apt.
Next to Sam B's Rest (acroa* horn Hershman)
FREE LOCKOUT KEY SERVICE 24 hra 'day
FREE HEAT I CABLE TV
Convenient lo SRC. library $ MusK Btdg
Next to ra»l*urant*. book Mor*, laundry mat.
bank I carry-out CM Tom M 362-1 BOO eve
A wkand*. or 362-4673 Mon.-Ffl In AM

THE NEW MADNESS
SPRINOFIEST '86
SATURDAY APRIL 21
BE THERE

WANTED

HELP WANTED
Attention College Students
NMonM Company needs 15 students tor tul
time summer employment Earn $1,500 S3.
600 — cash scholarships — can work m
hometown Guaranteed rnoorna. ptua many
beneflta. need Irarviportatlon Apply In person
Thursday or Friday Aprl 11th or 12th at one ol
the lolowlng BmM 12:46- 1:30-2:163:00, Can*) Room, Skidanl Urton

* APARTMENTS FOR RENT*

Urge Deluxe Pizza
7.95

FOR RENT

Man of BOSU how would you Uka to meet 100
gate? Tfton consider being • houeeboy far
nut aorMol yaai Call Maureen attar 6 M 372M08

IS
IS
IS
IS

AAaen Welcome to the tamfyl Wa love your
attiactive to death1'' Chan

BGDAR.
Through M of that broken string I found who I
hoped tor I couldn't hav* asked lor e better
tag Much Ova. LI Aaaeti

7 FOOT VNYL COVERED COUCH
VERY GOOD COfaDTflON
$25 CALL 352-6821

WANTED ONE MALE ROOMMATE FOR
SUMMER JUNE 1- AUG 14, S216, OWN
BEDROOM AFTER 8 00 CALL RON 3548277

'86
'($
'86
'85

SPfltNOFEST IS
SPRsNOFEST SS
SPPINOFEST '15

EUCHINIS BIA CONGO
OF DETTtOfT. Ml AT
AFRICAN OWNER

Fun Buator for sale: Micro Eya supreme bfw
r*ar waw mirror. Ueed for $ months Reg,
IM* MtMng tor $200. CeH Sam or Fadl at
m-»l*ll at m-oi**.

3 fanssj* roontriialM to auhlaMa houM for
summer Completely lurnlahed ExcMent toes
iton on Erterpnae and Woostot 364-8470

SPMNOFEST
SPRBvOFEST
SPPJNQFEST
SPRBvQFEST

AFRICAN
WEEK 85
April 813. 1985

Needed to aa* I as*, old NMaml 12 apaad
MB*, fa In ExaMlant oonrMton. Call Ron M
312-7011 far more Into.

Summer Lessee Now
Ftextx* kasslng. pool. AC. I badroom. $160
par month: 2 bedroom, $210p*r month. CM
354-3533, 12-6.

NEED HELP IN CS 100 OR MM 200? I can
help - very reasonable' Call DM* M lull 20.

SORORITY HOUSEMAN WANTED FOR FALL
AND SPflMG 'SS-'BB SCHOOL YEAR. CALL
372 3307 FUN WORK AND FUN GIRLS

AFRICAN DINNER

Progressive company s**Ung anfAHul IndV
vidual for aumrner employment Excelent experience for th* bu*lr>rrM-mlnd*d individual
purauaig a buelnaai oegraa WB Involve the
coorclnaaon of outing* and epacaaj event*
Minimum ol two y*ar* of undergraduate study
and widbta hours • must. Send personal
tntorrraBaon or resume to: GMUOB Lake P*raon
n*l Oapt. 1080 Aurora Rd. Aurura. OH
44202

1 bod tort, Ike over * couch. 362-7097 after 6.

SUMMER EMPLOYMENT
ATTENTION BUSINESS, MARKETING, SALES
STUDENTS
HOW WILL YOU INVEST THIS SUMMER?
Wa are an established. Toledo based distributing company with exciting sales positions
avaMeble starting May 13th through August
I1M.
WE OFFER
'Opportunity to Mm $200-400 par week
*B*M salary, commission, eapMM*
'Exceptional training with pay
'Opportunity lo travel
•Possibility to work • horn* town territory
YOU WOULD NEED: A desire tor th* sales
experience, dependable car, be able to work
lull lime, hare a desire to need to earn M
kMM $2,000 this summer.
CAU (41»| $82-9712 or writ* PERMA
CRAFTS
6111 Monroe St, Toledo, OH 4$$23

Scott. Bob and Brett.
Qetaby was Greatl Redeyes. Smtsa. Hackay
Sac. our Mend Jim. Dancing. taBng. laughing.
■Mouch. Bathroom girl and R*d OTM*

Abortion, pregnancy tests
student ratoa
CENTER FOR CHOICE
downtown Toledo
419-266-7789

NEED MONEy-TUmON TOO HIGH
Hav* you been *Miu»ad by htgh tufoon inor*****? You may be lnt*rMt*d In a fob lo
make $4300 tha) summer There wB ba M*rverar* for Bummer work Thur* at 12:00 and
3:00 kiRm #61 ol th* Falcon Pkua or 8:00 m
Rm too HayM PleM* be on txnel

1080 Toyol* Corona Luxury Edrton, low m*M
$4,700, 362-6622

SIJMMER APARTMENTS - 2 BErJftOOMS
Across from Hsrshmsn Derm
CM Tom al 352-1800 eve I wkenda
or 362-4673 Mon -Frl «i AM

EXPERIENCED TYPING AVAILABLE Prompt.
prolMalonal. and r*M0napta. T*rm papers.
letters resumes. etc 352-2492 after 5

The Leebton And Day A Man OS »d meet
tonight at 8 30 m the R*epoua Education Room
of St Thomas Mora Pariah The topic ol
leebren and F*mm*l Rights wa be discussed
Open to the pupae Bring A tnendl

ATTN: BUSINESS. F1V.ANCE. ACCOUNTkaO,
MARKETING A MANAGEMENT MAJORSI II
you woukl But K kaam how lo run a Ouemess
gain *ap*rt«lo* that IBM. XEROX. PG. *fc era
looking for. earn coaeg* crack I make (4322
Ma •ummer, there wB be inkarvlawa Thura M
12:00 and 3 00 In Rm /61 of the Falcon Pkua
or 8 00 in Bm 100 HayM. PlaaMbaon t«n»l

Beautiful A-tram* tvde-ewey cottage n 5
wooded acra* 1 tt la* from BG In atari Has
Ml CM 3620173 arler 5 pm

Summer Employment BreaklMt cook or del
pareon. Exp rac. Housing provided Sand
nasum* lo. The General Store. P.O Box 347.
Kaaky* Island, OH 43438

RSA LITTLE ISt WEEKEND MA
APRS. 12-141
(AM B't HAPPY HOURS- 4 TO 6pm
IF YOU ARE 21. WE WILL BE HAPPY
TO SERVE YOUI

RMAMEETtIG Al welcome Apr! 11, 7.00pm,
Epptor North rm 108 Conference nto. picnic
and upcorrmg events to be dacueead

FALCON CUPPER HMrcufa $8-7. hrkrsrylM
$8 8 CM for an aopt today! 362-8200

FOR INFO. ON SPACE SAVING LOFTS:
Call The Loft Construction
I Storage Service
■ I 152 MIS
* SPECIAL DISCOUNTS are being
offered tor Spring sign-up* lor IM
deevory ol apt and dorm tofts

ATTEWON BANO MEMBERS"
BUFFO IS HEREI
GRAND BALLROOM- SAT APRIL 13.
8-12pm

Spring clean your stereo equipment at Audio
Work* 248 S Main. Bowing Green.
3523596 Compute clean. lube and Met M
tor only $20

LETTER CRAFT
RESUME SERVICE
S1SFOR 10COPIES
CAUTIM 352-2039
ISEE DISPLAY AD ELSlWHERE)

COLLEGES IN ALABAMA. MONTANA, NEVADA. OREGON, DELAWARE AND MANY
OTHER STATES ARE STILL ACCEPTING
BOSU STUDENTS ON THE NATIONAL STUDENT EXCHANGE You can attend collage
there without paying out-ol-ststs lees and
can make Bur* that your courMS will transfer
back to BOSU. Don't miss an) on IN a opportunity — contact 3724202 or 211 Admlnlstrs
Iton bator* more schools ctoMl

■U. tfW R.A. Clu* on*. Bulletin Boards can
be vary Important to a future that you may

ATTN: STUDENTS LOOMNO FOR SUMMER
WORK Was your *prlng break uneventful m
landing that aumrner fob you ware looking tor?
fan* you b**n anaiana by ragti tuition a>
ore****? It you sti need aumrner work A would
Bta the opporturvty to earn S3600-S4600 tha)
aumrner. gain experience A colege credit, and
work outald* of Ohio, send • ert-addrMMd
atamped envelopa to PO Box 222 BO. OH
43402 for an mkar.kf..

834 Scott Hamilton
2 Bedrooms
Unfurnished
Close to campus
Available for 85-86 school year

Phone 352-5335

NMd dependable babyarlter. my home Muat
law own tranaportation and be sole to work
waetmnca CM before 4. 353-9383

Furnished apt tor Rani 1/2 Mock tram campus PrMtkael part of town, ataal tor th* non
oarklton*! Muoant Urifv*r*lty lane scross
Irom the Wlndma CM 1 -509-3481
HOUSE tor summer. 4th and S Colege
Microwave, dishwasher, washer $ dryer. $ ex*
oond Fit* frva comlorabry $210/p*r*on CM
354 7933 for Into
3 4 PERSONS NEEDED FOB SUMMER APT
SECONOS FROM CAMPUS. CHEAP1I CALL
AMY. DIANNA, LINDA 354 7817
FrM Room lor day car* |9 month chad) Avail
now Cal Km 354-7093
4 bdrrn. House. CkMe to campua and down
town. 364-6606 *fler 6 p.m.
Semeetar leesas i MaHU for efficiency apt*
IFM) $265.'mo XiduoM TV 1 Cable Al utx .
futyfum 364-3182 11-4

Apartments, HOUSM, DUPMXM
CM 364-2260 or 362-6653
John Newtove Real Eatate
319 E Wooster

FOR SALE
KING SIZE oak waterbed
Moving Sale

CM I-59B-3481
1076 Porrtttc Tran* Am
69.000 mass $1,500 00 or bMt offer

CM 2-8420
Pkatlorm Lofts: dark eterved good condtfion.
Price negotiapai CM 372-4932
Bicycle tor Sole
Men's Huffy 10-SPMd
$70.00 CM - Late eventnga 372-4633

2 bdrrn* rum Al ufj turn
Reatdenhel arM dOM to Unlv
Av*l Summer or FM Ph 353-4862
Summer Apt* 13 bdrrn. 1-2 bdrrn. and 1-1
bdrrn Phone 353-0342
HouM* A Apt* tor 1985'88 school year
Smlth-Boggs Rentals 352-9457 btwn 124pm or 362-6917 *n*r 6:00pm
Two-penson rac* apt. avaaable
for Summer 352-9251.

Suepenoad Loft Dark Stem Artractrve 1 year
old $150 372-4484.

Whs* houM acrcaa kom Offenheuer. 2 bdrrn.
apt. tor 3 or 4 Avaaable Summer A FM. yr*.
was* $376'mo plus utaaa*. dapoM Daytime
352 7506-axt 49 Altar 5:30. 362-3408

BEER TROUGH FOR SALE
MAKE OFFER 372-5080
OR 372-2985

DELUXE 2 badroom apt
CIOM lo campus
Cal 362-7464.

19S2 Nighchawk 450 used 6 mo. axceeent
axvJBon Arxepl M lM»ort*pte otter* John
372-1363

1 bedroom apt
6 block* from carnpua* 12 mo.
CM 352-7454

FOR SALE
Kanrnor* 3 6 cub! It. ragrigeruor. on* year old
$150 or bast ofl»r CM Mart 3721228

2 bedroom apartments
CM 352-7454

FOR SALE Lrjflw/shervM$100 CM 2-1012.
II no answer. caj 2-0360 and leave a message
tor Tamy.

Summer RentaJe at specaa ratM for HOUSES
ROOMS - ARTS. Phon* 352-7365
anytime

73 Fa* Spyder Convevkble. south*™ car. no
met. luggage rack. AM-FM CM*aria storao
$2300 neg MuM Ml 364-6596
For sate Platform bed/can convert to bunk w/1
mettToea Stained wood, etmoat new Beet offer
354-8488
'80 Ctarvy Monn: Excatkant condition
CM Rfch 364-6252
'77 Yamahe XS 400. Excelent Condition
CM Rfch 354-8252
MBMOft
On* male roommete for I5III school yser. 2
sWofOOOi, prflrfaVM rootn. A/C, 1 1i2 iMtn, rt%%
Ma otCTafry*»>>dfl«a«ianai«s.C»a 172-6224
Must sM 64 Nova N*w engine and radaka
AC . PS., Merao Muat *M 363-4826

2 bdrrn apt* tor 3 or 4 students 2 semester ■
Individual leeeee New campua Phon* 3627386
SWMBEA APTS.
2 bedroom, lumlshed.
AJr cond, Laundry tacllltlea
Cable TV A water
Paid by owner

1475.00 TOTAL
112-71 S3

SIJMMER HOUSING
Avaaable Irrmaaaklry. Stan dupkix with on*
otosr farraa*. Own badroom $1607mo CM
Sarah 362-8518 from 4-8 p m

Otscountsd HouM ftcroM th* str**t kom
campue • 1 Mil II Be* summer at a big
daoount CM 362-6000 kom 6 to 9 p m

Win A
Porsche!

DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE
RaKea- by Trade Mkw jallr
ACROSS
1 Robin's Marian
5 Ottswsn: Abbr
10
glance
13 "ftonryV"
opener
14 Forlorn
|5 TheoAolotd
' films
17 Eugene O'Neill
drama: 1920
tO
Udells
11 Vaocode
(2 Onedlr logo
6 Pitcher Satchel
Greek letters
17 Quality ol
lawnees
SOZhivagoa
Irtend
31 "...man
mouse?"
32 SM birds
35 Toung turk*y
39 Levitate
40 Bath llama
42 Far EMI
43 A long time
46 One kind ol
travel
47 Energy meMure
48 Twining stem
60 Guy*
62 Eastern
European
54 rtilim
56 Arab cloak
56 Kind ol type:
Abbr
58 Dubuoue. Iowa
college
62 Crowd ehoul, In
Georges lime
.66 Peanut*
character
16 Lady ol Lahore
17 Small CM*
18 Sandy'a hat
a) Opera star
Simon
0 Phoooyl
DOWN
1 Tableware
2 Poet-m*r*tnon
reeling
3 Agenda

4 Seaport Not
Rouen
5 WhknalM
6 Pub ottering
7 Norway, lo
a native
8 Bulfatokln
9 Cutaneous
10 Swedish name
for Turku
il Wagner opera
12 Fight alt*
16 "
DMlh"
Grieg
18 Had In mind
10 Mexican plant
24 Copiers
26 Outrigger
27 Smalt craft
28 Cleveland's
lake
20 Sogart lavorlte
33 Stoata
34 Pllcher Warren
36 Mllano money
37 Markers
30 Bruhn of the
ballet
41 Ende.aaarumor

1

1

- I" I-

11

rT
*

44 Symbol ol
lethargy
46 Novelist Zola
40 Total
51 noeeercfiBT'e
vessel
52 Black tie event
53 Concerning
54 Abundance:
Sum.

1

57 NameaakMot
a Gardner
50 ActreMGam
60 Norwegian
novelist
Hamsun
81 Patronage
63 Workout area
64 Green's gadget

rT

Limited ctalivaTy ar*xi.
Our drlvsrs carry lass
than $30.00.

AJIMia TO HitVMUl PUZZLE:

UUUiiU Mill.Ill 111.11 VJ
iiuiiiiiuntil ii'iiiiinii
[iiiniimiii i I'll i i
iit.iiiuiin
mi in
Mill III III II IN III II I: IN
I.JIIU HIIIMI.IMIIN

v r~m

BMM

VEL MANOR ANNEX
Acroa* from campua
Nice FM eccomnwleaon* lor 3 gate
also scccxtiadekone lor 4 gala
». 362-2858

Enioy

I Noe T4s Preetom- Oe_ •„* ,,„
~*~ war a *r*M new Nndw *u leans Car fnsra
DeaWie'i rtno and Cake.*Ael rvk ok Ifw frokliiw %****,
•I rke BBMS cxe*. Than n* *H rk* loivilen •ecrien re tea *
vs. wan a r»— svdi m a ran «««, ri Cake.' kwaangt.
Sttwaar ana of IM PWKIW au'i 11 Hurry I Oam.ee**
May I*.
Caret naes are a« the keck al the cares Ma purchase

H

M

Two badroom apartments lor aumrner. 3622863
FOR RENT Apt duplex for 3 people Low*t
duplex tor 4 people Phone 362-0838
Apia, Summer, FM: Summer Rato*. phon*
352 0428 attar 4:00 p.m.
MUSKS AMD AJ>ARTMENT$ CkkM to CeasPM tor l.mraar 1 Ml and ls-00 school year.
1-207-1141

PI 1"

■

2 badroom apt* anksbl* Dale 352-4380
12-4 TuM-Set

1 bdrrn turn apt Second St avM Mid-May
Yaar kMM CM 352-3445
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Can 3J2-40M
2 badroom apt*. ainMtli Data 362-4380
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SuMMERff ALL RENTALS:
klodern, lumlshed. AC apt*. ExoeHent
location. rMaoriabt* rent. 1-BR Isummer
only) and 2 BR (summer end/or n*it yaar)

ROCKLEDGE MANOR
Larg* 2 bdrrn , turn. apt.
dtahwaeher. axtra sforaga.
Comer of S Colege t Sixth
CM 352-3841 12-4 or 354-2280
JOHN NEWLOVE REAL ESTATE

J T HTX FMHTJr f TMJf K ETJ
T X F|H EBA|T T KMI r UT

ii

r ■

Fait, Fr** D*>llv«ry™
1616 E. Wooster
Phons: 3S2-1S39

THURSTIN APARTMENTS
AIR CONDITIONING. FULLY CARPETED. CA
BLEVtSfON. EFFICIENCY. LAUNDRY FACIUTIES NOW LEASING FOR SUMMER A FALL.
461 THURSTIN AVE 352-6436

■1 '

♦1.00 OFF

ONE COUPON PER ORDER

3 bdrrn houaa for rant
Surnmar 1985 1 FM
CtoM to campue
Good Cond. LowUtSbM
CM coksct 1-334-4801 after 6 30
or anytime weekenda

